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Preview 

What It Is 

The 1983 TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft is a professional software 

package for the computer-automated preparation and filing of tax returns in 

1983, and for keeping tax records throughout the year in preparation for 

the next tax filing season. The package is designed for those who may be 
new to computers but who recognize the labor-saving potential of 

computer-aided tax filing. It is ideal for the tax professional who must 

handle several hundred returns a year as well as the individual who only 

prepares returns for himself and his family. When year-long tax records 

are kept with the software a low-cost update available from Howard 

Software at year-end is used to convert those records into tax returns for 

the next filing season. 

The standard (federal) package for 1983 includes the capability to 

prepare, edit, and print the 1982 forms and schedules most widely used by 

individuals: 

Bora lOq) os te tuys hon 25 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return Porn 206s 8 ose ceo fear ees Employee Business Expenses 

Schequle At wan coon Mae ea Itemized Deductions POR Z LL itsie'a sisters Sale or Exchange of Principal Residence 

ROHOMe Dire anit poe Ae eee Interest and Dividend Income Porta 22 10% see ter Underpayment of Estimated Income Tax 

Schedules «225. Profit or (Loss) from Business or Profession Form 2441 .. . .Credit for Child and Dependent Care Expenses 

Schedule Dissgaccs sxc eee eases Capital Gains and Losses Fortn 3400 cancasae se Computation of Investment Credit 

Scheduiels wi were cheowars Supplemental Income Schedule BORN 02: aa tao eae Depreciation and Amortization 

ScheduleiR-iiassc-paree eee Farm Income and Expenses Form:4625.....-..:: Computation of Minimum Tax — Individuals 

Schedule Gc cer oss ees cece Income Averaging FormAio? 5.2255. Supplemental Schedule of Gains and Losses 

Schedule KR GORP syccican scr neces wes Credit for the Elderly FOR S090) pra swag dees teen Residential Energy Credits 

Schedule Shs. eet Social Security Self-Employment Tax Porm 625) e camcees Alternative Minimum Tax Computation 

Schedule W . . Deduction for Married Couple When Both Work 

The TAX PREPARER relieves the great amount of manual labor 

involved in stepping through the numerous complex procedures and 

lengthy calculations involved in the preparation of returns. All arith- 
metic computations are performed automatically, including the compu- 

tation of all taxes from tables or tax rate schedules. Results are 

automatically reflected on all lines and forms where they are needed. 

Lines are automatically skipped when so indicated by the results and the 

IRS instructions. The human preparer therefore only needs to enter new 

information. Calculations based on previously entered or calculated 

information are performed without human prompting. 

The features that have made the Tax Preparer so valuable to thousands 

of professionals in the past include: 

Preparation of Forms and Schedules — Forms and schedules are prepared 
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without the need for worksheets because facsimilies of the forms 
appear on the screen during preparation. You need only enter new 
data on the appropriate lines. The computer automatically generates 

and displays computed entries and posts results onto other forms and 

schedules as needed. This interactive approach allows the rapid cor- 

rection of errors and fast preparation without the need for learning 

time. 

Printouts for Filing — Once you are satisfied that all entries are correct you 

may generate printouts for direct filing with the IRS. Merely select 

from a computer-displayed list the clients for whom returns are to be 
printed and the computer will print them unattended and in IRS 
format. Printouts are produced directly on preprinted forms for Form 

1040, as required by the IRS. All other printouts are produced in a 

facsimile format that strictly follows the IRS guidelines for computer- 

generated returns, including detailed supporting statements as 
needed. 

Recordkeeping — Itemized lists can be built and maintained throughout 

the year for virtually any line of any form or schedule. Editing and 

appending are easy and automatically reflected on the appropriate 

form or schedule. The lists can then be printed as supporting state- 
ments for the IRS. 

And this year there are many new features for professionals and individ- 
uals alike: 

Instant Access — Direct access to any section of any form or schedule 

without long delays for disk reading. 

Easy Data Entry — Speedy up and down movement within any form 

and a built-in calculator to add, subtract, divide, or multiply any 

entry for the rapid correction of errors. 

Powerful Disk Library — Instant summary of clients on a disk and the 
returns prepared for each client, and rapid copying or deleting of 

files. 

Client Billing Letter — Professional letter printed for each client lists 

returns prepared and gives brief filing instructions to the client. 

Manual Override — To alter automatically-computed entries in order 
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to reflect unusual tax situations. 

Two-Printer Option — Load 1040 paper in one printer and lined paper 

oy in the other and the printouts will be generated without the need 

to change paper. 

Built-in Road Map — For those who prefer guidance by the computer, 
a built-in road-map provides access to any form through 1040 in 

the proper order. (Direct access is still available, however, for those 

who prefer not to be confined to the road-map or who want to 

correct a single entry rapidly. Any correction is still reflected in all 

other forms and schedules.) 

Fool-proof Error Recovery — Sophisticated error handling allows you to 

insert the wrong disks, open drive doors, disconnect printers, and 

much more without stopping the program; the proper corrective 

actions are clearly displayed on the screen to allow you to 

continue. 

By buying this basic federal package you have prepared yourself for 

ey many tax seasons to come. Each year low-cost updates are offered for 

your software to bring it up-to-date with the latest tax laws and IRS 

filing requirements. California state supplements are also available 

each year to expand the capabilities of your software to include the 

preparation of state income tax returns. (Supplements for selected 

other states may be available soon.) 

Along with the annual updates come annual improvements in the 

operating ease and power of the software. Improvements are made on 
the basis of suggestions from the customers who use the program. If 

you are the first to suggest an improvement that is adopted in a later 

revision of the software, then you will receive the new version free of 

charge. (In 1982 over 100 free updates were issued because of the 
valuable suggestions from customers. These suggestions have resulted 

in the long list of new features reviewed above.) 

@ What It Isn't 
The Tax Preparer by HowardSoft is a valuable computational aid 

but is not a substitute for thinking. It provides mechanical assistance in 
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the mathematics and typing of returns — not legal advice. As a conse- 

quence, it provides the flexibility needed by tax professionals and pre- 
vents the uncontrolled posting of deductions to specific forms. It does, 

however, put responsibility on the user for making important decisions 

concerning tax deductibility. 

Like the computerized tax services that many tax professionals use, 

the Tax Preparer by HowardSoft provides computational services to 
taxpayers who have already made determination regarding what 

should or should not be included in income and which items are or are 
not allowed as deductions. If you are not a professional preparer who is 

familiar with tax laws, then you should either consult a professional for 

legal advice or else take the time to learn the IRS rules on tax filing. 
Two very helpful government-published books on rules are available 

free from your local IRS office. Ask for “Publication 17” for individuals 

and “Publication 334” for small businesses if you need help. 

Whether or not you are a tax professional you should obtain copies of 

the official IRS forms and schedules that you will use. You can get these free 

of charge from your local office of the Internal Revenue Service, and 

sometimes even from your local post office or bank. The instructions 

that appear on these forms will aid you with simple questions of 

appropriateness of an entry. Moreover, the forms contain the full IRS 

text for each line of the form. (The software uses only abbreviations of 

this text in order to fit within the limited width of common video 

screens. The full text from the original forms is a “must” when tax 
questions arise.) 

The tax laws can be so complex for some individuals that it is always 

possible to produce an invalid return, even with the aid of a computer. 

Some of the convenience features of the software can lead to misuse as 
well. For example, the updating feature allows you to use last year’s 

returns as the initial data base for this year’s returns. You merely need 

change the numbers that are different from the previous year, but need 
not change the text. You still have the responsibility, however, of 

making sure that all numbers and text are updated to reflect the cur- 
rent conditions. 

In summary, as long as you use the software as a labor-saving tool 
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rather than a brain substitute you will find that the preparation of tax 

returns can actually be fun! 

How to Use This Manual 

Even though the software is designed for ease of use by the new- 

comer to computers, the structure of the tax laws and filing procedures 

is sufficiently complex to warrant added caution. We therefore suggest 
that you make it easy on yourself and read the manual from cover to 

cover, stepping through the examples yourself to become familiar with 
preparing tax returns by computer before putting the software to 

serious work. The main body of the manual is intended to teach you 

the proper operation of the software on your first encounter with the 

package. Once you have read the manual and followed the examples 

you should not have to refer to the main body again. The appendices, 

on the other hand, are designed for easy reference when questions arise 
in the use of the software. You should therefore keep this manual with 

the Program Disk after having briefly scanned the appendices to 

become familiar with their contents. 

The main body of this manual is tutorial. You are guided through 

your first encounter with the software and the computer in Chapter 2. 

Start-up procedures and general operating instructions are covered, 

including the setting of the software to make full use of your particular 
hardware configuration and the preparation of blank disks for use as 

Tax Preparer Storage Disks. You are then stepped through the tax pre- 
paring procedures in Chapter 3 with the aid of the sample return that 
is prestored on the supplied Program Disk. You are next ready to enter 

data and prepare your own returns with the help of the hints given in 

Chapter 4. Then, in Chapter 5, you learn how you can generate 

facsimile printouts of all forms, schedules, and supporting statements, 

how you can print onto an official Form 1040, and how you can 

produce professional summary letters (for client billing by professional 

tax preparers). Finally, in Chapter 6, the annual updating procedure is 

reviewed and hints on year-long tax record-keeping are given. 

Whereas the main text provides instructions for your first use of the 

software, the appendices provide operating details for easy reference 
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and periodic review. The recommended order of forms preparation is 

detailed in Appendix A, including a tax preparation guide with sample 
roadmaps and a checklist of common tax deductions. The peculiarities 

of completing each form and schedule are explained in Appendix B ‘-) 

including a list of the special built-in worksheets that are available for 

each form and the available paths to other forms and schedules. The 

creation of supporting statements of detailed itemized lists is explained 

in Appendix C, including general recordkeeping, file management, 

and the printing of the lists. Management of the disk library system is 

explained in Appendix D, including the cataloging of disks, the 

creation of new storage disks, the addition of new filenames, the dele- 

tion of unwanted old files, and the translation of last year’s data into 

the format for this year’s forms and schedules. The control of the entire 

program through the keyboard and default settings is reviewed in 
Appendix E. Computer messages are reviewed in Appendix F. A list of 

error messages and suggested corrective actions is provided along with 
a list of progress messages given by the computer to advise you of its 

actions. Finally, a few reminders on printing and a set of sample print- 

outs are given in Appendix G. ~ 

If you haven’t done so already be sure to fill in and return the Registra- 

tion Card inserted in front of this book. We can only provide customer 

service to registered owners of the product, including the advisement to 
customers of important revisions or upcoming updates. As further 

insurance against problems you should also make a back-up copy of the 

Program Disk by using the standard COPY program that was supplied 

with your Disk Operating System (DOS) when you purchased the 
hardware. It is a violation of the federal copyright laws and the customer 

licensing agreement to use this copy for any purpose other than back-up, 
but it is important to have such a copy in case of accidental damage to the 
original disk. In any case please feel free to call for technical assistance 

should you have any serious problems with the software. 

Micro-Glossary ~ 

Before jumping into the world of computer-automated tax prepara- 

tion, let’s make sure that you are knowledgeable about the language 

that we used in preparing this manual. While we have attempted to 
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remove the “computerese” found in most software manuals, there 

remain a number of common English words that have a special 

meaning to this software: 

default settings — specifications that define how the computer will com- 

municate with you and the equipment that surrounds it; the most 

recent specifications are taken as the proper specifications by 

default; such specifications as number of disk drives, width of video 

screen, width of printer, etc. are included. 

menu — not a pamphlet of food selections, but a video-displayed list of 

all available options for the next operation; when you decide not to 

exercise any of the options you must press the ESC key to escape 

the menu. 

main menu — the first menu that appears after the software is started; 

each of the five main operations of the software is selected from 

this menu. 

mode — a predefined procedure, controlled by the computer, for per- 

forming a specific task; the five modes listed in the main menu are 

a display of instructions, the preparation of forms and schedules, 

the printout of returns, the management of storage disk files, and 
the changing of default settings. 

page — a section of a form which is displayed on the screen at one time; 

most forms and schedules are divided into several pages for easy 

direct access to any section of any form. 

file — a space reserved on the disk for all tax data for a single taxpayer. 

filename — the name that identifies the file, which is usually the tax- 

payer’s name, sometimes followed by the preparation date. 

file manager — a function of the software that maintains the disk filing 

system like a librarian would maintain books in a library; such 

library tasks as cataloging, removing old files to make room for the 

new, opening space for new files on a new disk, and copying filings 

from one disk to another are all included. 

currently active filename — the filename that will automatically be 

accessed for reading data from disk and storing data to disk when 
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any form or schedule is selected for preparation; the last filename 

used on the currently inserted Storage Disk is always taken as the 
currently active filename, and must be changed by you (through 

the file manager provided in the software) before picking a form to 

prepare if it is not the name with which you want to proceed. 

general itemized list — a detailed list of dollar amounts with a description 
of each to support the total which is entered on the current line. 

special itemized list — a special list that is similar to a general itemized 

list in the ability to report numerous unrelated items, but is more 

complex in that each item is described by several subsidiary entries 
rather than just a dollar amount; the special itemized list is similar 

to a very short form, like Schedule B, but is repeated for each 

separate item listed. 

supporting statements — an itemized list (from either the general itemizer 

or the special itemizer) that details the components of the total 

dollar entry for a line of a form or schedule; when printed and sub- 

mitted to the IRS it is intended to support the entry. - 
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Chapter 2 

Getting Started 





What You Need 

In order to use the IBM Edition of this software you must have an IBM 

Personal Computer with at least 64K of memory (RAM) and at least one 

disk drive. You must also have the IBM Disk Operating System (IBM 

DOS) and the accompanying disk BASIC and FORMAT utilities. 

In order to use the Apple Edition of this software you must have an Apple 

Computer (II, Il-Plus, or II) with at least 48K of memory (RAM) and at 

least one disk drive. You must also have the Applesoft BASIC language 

either in hardware or loaded into a language card. (If you have an Apple 

Il-Plus system then you automatically have a compatible form of BASIC 

since Applesoft is either built-in ona ROM or you have a language card. If 

you have the older Apple II system then you must also have an Applesoft 

Card installed in order to use this program.) The Program Disk is supplied 

in the 16-sector format of DOS 3.3, which is standard in all Apple 

Computers manufactured since 1981. (If you have an older Apple system 

that operates only with the 13-sector format of 3.2 then you must update 

your disk system with a new hardware update. See your dealer for help.) 

You may use the software with either a one or two disk drive system. If 

you have two disk drives then you merely insert the Program Disk in one 

drive and a Storage Disk in the other and operate the software without 

ever removing the disks again. If you have only one drive then the 
computer will prompt you when you must swap disks during operation of 

the program, as it is best not to use the Program Disk for data storage 

because of limited space and the risk of excessive wear. Whether you have 

two drives or not you must have a separate disk for storing data that you 
type into the computer. A blank disk is included with your software for 

this purpose. However, this Storage Disk must be formatted (or initial- 

ized) before it can be used with this software. The disk can be so formatted 

(or initialized) either by following the procedures in your DOS Manual or 

using the special mode for this purpose which is included in the software. 

While a printer is not needed to use the software, since results can 

always be reviewed on the video screen, a printer is recommended as a 

labor-saving tool because returns can be printed in a format that can be 

submitted directly to the IRS. The software is compatible with all 

printers, when properly operated in accordance with Chapter 5 of this 
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book, as long as the hardware configuration that is standard for your 

machine is used in connecting the printer to your computer. 

Start-up Procedures for IBM Personal Computers 

This section describes the start-up routine for the IBM Edition of the 

software ONLY. If you are using the Apple Edition then you must skip 

this section and proceed to the section entitled “Start-up Procedures for 

Apple Computers.” 

The software can be started in one of two ways: 

1. manual start-up 

2. turnkey start-up 

The turnkey method is the most convenient in the long run because 

then the HowardSoft software starts by itself as soon as you turn on 

your computer. In order to use the turnkey method, however, you 

must take the time to turn your Program Disk into a Turnkey Disk as 

described in the next page. We recommend that you take the time (less 

than 2 minutes) to do this now. 

Manual Method — If you do not have the time now and want to 

start using the software as soon as possible, you may use the manual 

method as follows: 

Step 1: Check that you have ready: 

1. HowardSoft Program Disk labeled “Tax Preparer” 

2. IBM Personal Computer Disk labeled “DOS” 

Step 2: Insert the IBM DOS disk in your disk drive A, with label 
facing up and away from the drive door, and close the drive door. 

Step 3: Turn on the power switch to your computer. After a few 
seconds delay the disk drive light should go on and the disk should 

start turning. After several more seconds the following message 
will appear: 

Enter today’s date (m-d-y): 

Now type any valid date, like 1-1-83, followed by the RETURN 

key which is labeled on your keyboard as the angled left arrow 

( <I ). An IBM copyright message should soon appear, 

followed by the 2-character DOS prompt “A > ”. 
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Step 4: After A > appears type 

basic /f:1 
followed by the RETURN ( <J_ ) key. Another IBM copyright 

wy message will then appear, followed by the message “Ok”. 

Step 5: Once “Ok” appears, remove the IBM DOS disk and insert 

the HowardSoft Program Disk in drive A; then type 
run “start” 

followed by the RETURN ( <1 __ ) key. 

Step 6: After a short delay the screen should display the 
HowardSoft title and copyright notice as shown in Figure 2-1. (If 

this display does not appear, please recheck your procedures before 

calling for technical assistance.) You may now skip the next sec- 
tion and proceed to the section entitled “General Operating 

Instructions.” 

wy TAX 

PREPARE R 

SE EAE INT SIMI TT, 

by HowardSoft 

1983 Edition for IBM Personal Computers, 

Copy. Dec 1982-Howard Software Services. 

Loading . . . « please wait 

Figure 2-1. HowardSoft Title and Copyright Notice 

Turnkey Method — Before you can use our software as a self- 

lo starting (“turnkey”) system you must create a turnkey disk that 

contains BOTH the HowardSoft software and IBM system software 

(IBMBIO, IBMDOS, COMMAND, BASIC, FORMAT). (We do not 
deliver the IBM software because of the high additional cost that would 
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have to be passed on to the user for IBM licensing.) The following 
procedures for merging the IBM software onto the HowardSoft 

Program Disk must therefore be followed before your first use of the 
software as a turnkey system: 

2-4 

Step 1: Check that you have: 

1. HowardSoft Program Disk labeled “Tax Preparer” 

2. IBM Personal Computer disk labeled “DOS” 

Step 2: Insert the IBM DOS disk in your disk drive A, with the 

label facing up and toward you, and close the drive door. 

Step 3: Turn on the power switch for your computer. After a few 

seconds delay the disk drive light should go on and the disk should 
start turning. After several more seconds the following message 

will appear: 

Enter today’s date (m-d-y): 

You may now type any valid date, like 1-1-83, followed by the 

RETURN ( <<! ) key. Once you have entered the date an IBM 

copyright message will appear, followed by the 2-character DOS 

prompt “A> .” 

Step 4: After A > appears, remove the IBM DOS disk from 

drive A and, insert the HowardSoft Program Disk into drive A 
and, if you have two drives, insert the IBM DOS disk in drive B. 

Then type 

turnkey 

followed by the RETURN key. 

Step 5 (for systems with TWO disk drives ONLY): 

If you have two drives then a number of computer-generated 
messages will appear on the screen and, after about a half minute, 
the process will terminate with the message: 

This concludes the creation of your turnkey disk. 

The HowardSoft Program Disk is now ready for use as described in 

Step 7. 

Step 6 (for systems with ONE disk drive ONLY): 

If you have only one disk drive then you are prompted by the 

computer to alternately insert the IBM DOS disk and the 

HowardSoft Program Disk in your single drive. In the prompting 
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the two separate disks are identified as A and B as follows: 

diskette for drive A means HowardSoft Program Disk 
diskette for drive B means IBM DOS Disk 

Accordingly, a few seconds after you have typed “turnkey” you are 

prompted by the message: 

Insert diskette for drive A: 

and strike any key when ready 

You must now remove the IBM DOS disk, insert the HowardSoft 

disk, then strike a key. These messages and disk swaps occur 

several more times, but after about one and a half minutes of disk 

swapping the process will terminate with the message: 

This concludes the creation of your turnkey disk. 

and you are now ready to use the disk as described next. 

Step 7: To use the newly created turnkey disk, first turn the 

computer power OFF for at least 5 seconds. Then, with the newly- 

created TURNKEY HowardSoft Program Disk in drive A, turn on 

the computer. The software should start itself after a short delay 

and greet you with the HowardSoft title and copyright notice 
shown in Figure 2-1. 

Whenever you want to use the turnkey disk hereafter, merely follow 

Step 7 to start the software. The display in Figure 2-1 should always 

appear after a short pause. A failure to reach this display indicates a 

hardware or software malfunction. If you are sure that your hardware 

is in good operating condition then your Program Disk may have been 

damaged during shipping. Howard Software Services will replace any 

such defective disk free of charge provided it is returned within 90 days 
of purchase along with a valid Registration Card and a detailed 

description of the problem encountered. 

Start-up Procedures for Apple Computers 

This section describes the start-up routine for the Apple Edition of 

this software ONLY. If you are using the IBM Edition then you may 

proceed to the next section, entitled “General Operating Instructions.” 

To get started you must run the Applesoft program START, which 

is contained on the supplied Program Disk. The procedures for doing 
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so depend on which of four hardware configurations corresponds to 

your computer system. (Be sure to insert the Program Disk in your 

main disk drive with the large oval slot pointed away from you and the 
label visible to you as you insert the disk. Please consult your Apple 

DOS manual for further instructions on properly inserting and “boot- 

ing” a disk). 

Standard Apple II-Plus System (Applesoft built-in on ROM) — Insert the 
Program Disk, turn the computer on, and wait for the disk to be 

booted automatically. The program START will be started with a 

title page appearing on the screen. 

Apple II with Applesoft Firmware — Insert the Program Disk, push the 

RESET key, then boot the disk by typing 6-CTRLP (then carriage 

return). START is then started automatically and a title display 

will appear. 

Apple II or II-Plus with Language Card — If Applesoft is only available 

by loading onto a language card, then you must boot your DOS 

3.3 System Master diskette (which contains the Applesoft lan- 

guage) before attempting to use our disk. Once the Applesoft 

prompt appears on the screen you may insert our Program Disk 
and type RUN START (then carriage return). The Program 

START will commence with a title display. 

Apple III System — Our software is fully operational under the Apple II 

Emulator. You must first activate the emulator and the Applesoft 
language. Once the Applesoft prompt appears, insert the Program 

Disk and type RUN START (then carriage return). The program 

START will then commence with a title display. 

General Operating Instructions 

After you have properly started the software and reached the display 

in Figure 2-1, the software performs a number of start-up chores while 

displaying the message 

Program Start-up Procedures 

in the upper left corner of the screen. Once these tasks are completed 

the “main menu” of the program appears as shown in Figure 2-2. Since 
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Operating Mode Selection 

Main Mode Selections...... 

1) Display Instructions 

2) Prepare Tax Returns 

3) Printout Tax Returns 
4) Manage Storage Disk Files 
5S) Change Default Settings 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu..-RTN*Entry Ok 

| Figure 2-2. Main Menu 

the figures in this manual are all drawn for an 80-column video display, 

es your display may appear slightly different if you are using a 40-column 

display. Messages are typically abbreviated to a greater extent for a 

40-column display. In addition, if your computer does not normally 

display lower case letters then only upper case letters will appear on the 

screen. The operation of the software, however, is similar for all types 

of displays, in spite of the cosmetic differences. 

The format displayed in Figure 2-2 is typical of the screens used 

throughout the software. The mode that is currently active is displayed 
in the upper left corner. (In this case the actual selection of an operat- 
ing mode is the active mode.) While data are being read from disk or 

stored on disk a message appears in the upper right corner to describe 

the action. The actual selections, instructions, or forms to be com- 

pleted appear centered on the screen. In this case a 5-mode menu is 

displayed and you must select one of the five main modes in order to 

proceed. A flashing cursor appears to the right of the question mark to 

wy prompt you to answer the question. When selecting a choice from a 

menu only numbers that appear on the menu are accepted when you 

type. In this case only the numbers | through 5 are accepted. Once you 

have made the selection you must press the “carriage return” (RTN) 
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key. (This key is marked on your keyboard as either RETURN, 

ENTER, or an angled left arrow ( <1 ). We identify this key 

throughout the program as RTN.) Pushing the RTN key is equivalent 

to saying “Ok” to the computer. A new entry is not accepted until the 

RTN key is pressed. Besides the numbers | through 5 and the RIN 

key there is only one other key that is active for the menu selection: the 

“escape” (ESC) key. By pressing this key you indicate to the computer 

that you want to escape the current mode rather than continuing and 

delving further into the mode. The ESC key generally returns you to 

the prior menu or operation from which you entered the current 

mode. In the case of the main menu in Figure 2-2, however, pushing 

the ESC key terminates the program, since no prior mode exists. In all 
other cases a repeated push of the key will cause you to retrace your 

path until you reach the main menu once again, so that you can select 

a new operating mode. (Note that the bottom lines of the screen are 

reserved for instructions on keys that are currently active for con- 

trolling the program. For menus like Figure 2-2, however, the only 

active keys are ESC, RTN, and the numbers for the available choices.) 

Having reviewed the screen and keyboard you are now ready to 

make a selection from the main menu. The 5 available functions are: 

1) DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS — This mode allows you to view 

on the screen brief reminders on the proper operating procedures for 

the software. Pressing 1 then RT'N while the main menu (Figure 2-2) is 

showing causes the table of contents for the instructions to appear. (See 

Figure 2-3). Customers who are already familiar with prior versions of 

the Tax Preparer by HowardSoft may find it sufficient to read these 

brief instructions rather than the entire manual. The general organiza- 

tion of the program and modes of operation are reviewed on the first 
page of the instructions. Operating tips on data entry are given on the 

second page. Instructions on preparing blank disks for storing data are 

given on the final page. You should view these instructions briefly now 

by selecting 1, 2, or 3 from the menu in Figure 2-3. Once the instruc- 

tions for the selected page appear, you may flip among pages by press- 

ing the > key to see the next page and pressing the < key to see 

the prior page. Once you are finished with the reading of the pages you 

may escape back to the table of contents (Figure 2-3) by pressing the 
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ESC once then back to the main menu (Figure 2-2) by pressing ESC 

again. 

Display Inatructions 

Instructions Choices...... 

1) Program Organization 

2) Operating Tips 

3) Preparing Disks for Use 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=#Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure 2-3. Menu for Display of Instructions 

2) PREPARE TAX RETURNS — This is the main operating mode 

for the software. New tax returns are prepared in this mode and old 

returns are reviewed and edited. By selecting this mode you are placed 

under the control of “Master Preparation Control” and shown a list of 

all forms and schedules that are available for preparation. (See Figure 

2-4.) You should not proceed with this mode, however, until you are 

instructed to do so in Chapters 3 and 4. Details of the screens and the 

preparation of returns are described there. 

3) PRINT OUT TAX RETURNS — This mode is usually the final 

mode to be selected at tax filing time. You may prepare, update, 

review, and edit any and all returns by using mode 2 alone. Mode 3 is 

required only when a paper copy of the return is required, such as for 

filing with the IRS or submission to a client for review. Once you select 

this mode you are given the printing choices shown in Figure 2-5. 

Choice 1 invokes the printing of facsimilies of all requested forms and 

schedules, and their supporting statements. Choice 2 causes data to be 

printed on an official Form 1040. Choice 3 causes client billing lecters 

to be printed. You should defer the selection of any of these choices, 
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however, until you read Chapter 5, where complete details on printing 
are given. 

Prepare Tax Returns 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

Preparation Choices....... 

1) Choose New Active Filename 12) Schd W (Married Cpl Ddn) 

2) Form 1040 (Main Form) 13) Form 2106 (Employee Expns) 

3) Schd A (Itemized Deducn) 14) Form 2119 (Residence Sale) 

4) Schd B (Interest & Divs) 15) Form 2210 (Tax Underpymnt) 

5) Schd C (Business Profit) 16) Form 2441 (Child Care) 

6) Schd D (Capital Gains) 17) Form 3468 (Invstmt Credit) 

7) Gchd E (Supplmnt Income) 18) Form 4562 (Depreciation) 
8) Schd F (Farm Income) 19) Form 4625 (Minimum Tax) 

9) Schd G (Income Averagng) 20) Form 4797 (Supplmt Gains) 

10) Schd R&RP (Elderly Credit) 21) Form 53695 (Energy Credit) 

11) Schd SE (Self-emplmt Tax) 22) Form 6251 (Alt Min Tax) 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by !,owardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN#*Entry Ok 

Figure 2-4. Tax Preparation Menu. 

Printout Tax Returns 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

Printout Choices.......42. 

1) Print IRS Facsimile Forms 

2) Fill-in Official Form 1040 

3) Print Cover/Billing Letter 

4) All of Above (IRS Order) 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC#Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure 2-5. Menu for Printing Tax Returns 

4) MANAGE STORAGE DISK FILES — This mode is provided to 
maintain the disk library system in good order. When you select mode 
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4 from the main menu the file management choices shown in Figure 

Manage Storage Disk Files 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

File Management Choices... 

p We Start and Name a New File 

2) Clean Out Part of Old File 

=) Change Name of an Old File 

4) Display Names+Filing Data 

5) Printout Names+Filing Data 

6) Duplicate Selected Files 

7) Create a New Storage Disk 

8) Translate Prior-year Files 
Which do you choose”? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure 2-6. File Management Menu 

2-6 are provided. (These functions are previewed here but are detailed 

in Appendix D for future reference. However, you should defer their 

use until so instructed in the tutorial in Chapter 4.) Before taxpayer 

information can be saved you must create a new storage disk and open 

and name a new file. This mode provides these functions. You can also 

rename a file or delete selected returns currently on your storage disk; 

and you can duplicate selected files on one storage disk and transfer 

them to another storage disk, a feature that is useful if you should fill 

up a storage disk while storing data. This mode also reads data from 
prior-year files and properly places the data in current-year files. And, 

for good library management, the system allows the display and 

printing of contents of the storage disks, include a list of returns pre- 

pared for each client. 

5) CHANGE DEFAULT SETTINGS — This mode allows you to 

alter the operation of the software to take full advantage of the capabil- 

ities of your particular hardware. For example, a minimal hardware 

configuration would contain only one disk drive unit. When preparing 

or printing a return on the Program Disk and Storage Disk would have 

to be swapped periodically in the single drive as IRS text from the 
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Program Disk and taxpayer data from the Storage Disk are alternately 
required. If, however, you have two disk drives, or a hard disk drive, 

then you should change the “default settings” so that the computer can 

take advantage of the presence of the second drive. You would select -) 

mode 5 from the main menu and then view the screen shown in Figure 
2-7. From that screen you would select #1, “operating specifications,” as 

Change Default Settings 

Default Resetting Choices. 

1) Operating Specifications 

- 2) Facsimile Printout Specs 

3) Form 1040 Printout Specs 

4) Form 1040 Tab Settings 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSo0ft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN#Entry Ok oe ~ 

Figure 2-7. Menu for Default Settings 

the default to change, and then alter the drive specifications so that the 
Storage Disk is accessed from a different disk drive unit than the 

Program Disk. You would then escape (via the ESC key) from the 

“Change Default Settings” mode and the new specification would be 

stored on the Program Disk. Thereafter the computer would alter- 

nately read files from the two disks (in the two separate drives) without 

pausing for the swapping of disks. Several other operating and printing 
specifications can be changed through mode 5, including screen width, 

printer width, and much more as detailed in Appendix E. You should 

wait until you encounter this mode in Chapters 4 and 5, however, 

before attempting to change the defaults yourself. 

Data Entry 

The keyboard is your means of communicating your desires to the 
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computer. A number of special features are built into this software to 
make that communication especially easy and error-free. These special 

features, however, may make the keyboard operate somewhat dif- 

ferently from the norm. You should take the time to learn these 

features in order to make full use of all the labor-saving tools that are 

available. After learning these features you may refer to Appendix E 

for reminders. 

One class of special features is protection against meaningless entries. 

For example, when a menu of selections appears on the screen, only a 

valid numerical response will cause the computer to continue. When 6 

selections are given then only the numbers 1 through 6 will cause an 

action. Any other key presses will be ignored and the computer will 

patiently await a valid response. When a self-promoting question 

appears on the screen the computer accepts one of only three 

keypresses: 

Y for yes 

N for no 

space bar for no 

All other responses are ignored. The computer patiently awaits a valid 

response. When the last page of a form is showing on the screen and 

you request the next page by pressing > , the computer ignores the 

keypress (because no next page exists) and again awaits a valid 

response. When the computer is waiting for a numerical entry it 

ignores all non-numeric keypresses except for those few that have a 

special meaning, such as the backspace and carriage return. 

Another class of special keyboard features involves movement 
within the program. Whenever a page is displayed on the screen you 

may escape the page or mode by pressing the ESC key (marked Esc or 

ESC on your keyboard). If you want to stay within the same operating 

mode, however, but just proceed to the next page, you should press the 

> key. When supplying data to the computer from the keyboard you 

can also move up and down the current page by using the “A _ key to 

move up and the RTN key (marked RETURN, ENTER, or <1) 

to move down. In summary, you use A ,RIN, < , > , and ESC 

to move up, down, back, forward, and out, respectively. 

When supplying data to the computer further protection and editing 
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features are available. A flashing cursor on the screen always flags the 

entry that will be affected when you proceed to type. For example, if 
you select mode #5 from the main menu and then choice #1 from the 

“Change Default Settings” menu, you are displaying a page for data “ 

entry as seen in Figure 2-8. The flashing cursor appears near the end of _ 

Default Settings Page 01 of 04 

*KOPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 
Program disk Griv@s.ccccccscr cence ccneesass asta esa cenesasseansscene A 

Storage disk drives cccccasesncsancavannccssaccessentevcnecvenses Aa 

Video screen width 80 (vs. 40)....20e000 To EREE EEE eee ? Yes 
Allow manual over-ride to CalCwse ssn e nen ern e nanan nenennennssncsenes ? No 

Allow multiple Forms prepar’tn.. cen ncccasenenaneneenanassevnssene if No 
Round all numbers to nearest SB... . ccc wwe ee cee er eee wee ee wee eae ? No 

Keyboard Controls —- <=Prv page..>#*Nxt page..*=Up..Il=ltemize 
TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN®Entry Ok 

Figure 2-8. Example of Data Entry for Resetting Operating 
Specifications 

the first data line, to the left of the letter A that specifies the Program 
Disk Drive. If you do not want to change this entry (which is A in this 

case), you should press RTN to move down the page and, at the same 

time, approve the entry. To move back up press the A_ key (which 

requires a press of the shift and the key marked A on its upper half). 

The number of characters that can be typed for an entry is restricted 
by the software to a meaningful entry. For the drive specification on 

Figure 2-8 this is a single letter for IBM computers, and 10 characters 

for Apple Computers. No more than the allowed number of characters 

are registered in the computer. Once satisfied with your entry you 

must push the RTN key to cause the computer to register the entry. 

The entry that you typed at the position of the flashing cursor is then 

rewritten on the screen to replace the former entry. Other text entries 

operate similarly. You type the entry starting at the cursor position 
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(left-justified) and the computer rewrites the entry over the former 

entry, once you press RTN. The only difference among various text- 

type entries is the length allowed for the entry. For example, the tax- 

we payer’s last name can be up to 40 letters long, but the social security 

number can be:no more than 11 characters long. 

Yes and no answers to questions are handled like all prompts 

throughout the program. That is, when the flashing cursor lies on the 

question mark you need only press Y for yes and N or space for no. 

The entry is immediately accepted without need for the RTN key. The 

word yes or no is rewritten on the screen as soon as you press a valid 

key to answer the question. 

Numerical entries are handled arithmetically. Non-numeric key- 

presses are not accepted when a number is required, such as a dollar 

amount. For examples, consider the next page for changing default 
settings, illustrated in Figure 2-9. A numerical entry is expected for the 

wy Default Settings Page 02 of 04 

**kFACSIMILE PRINTOUT SPECS 
Standard typefaces to be UsSed.... ewer renner nnn ene neneesecesesane: 
Nerrow typeface tO De UMM... eee e ere ee srt oeenorenensvenceesns 

Printer initializng charact@re...cseenneersenvenseseeesssesenaesees R 
Device for facsimile printouts... . ce rene c enc n cance beenannnsensence 

Stop at end of @ach 11-1M pag@. csc nseeerracenssessseseovenosaeee ? 
Line feed required with return. ccs scnnsnsverccenserassenesreseesne 

num. of spaces for left marginws scene ennnsntenerensresnvssveussseses 
num. of typed letters per Line... ween eneer enn nrnenesnaeensseneses 

num. of typed) lines per Page... ccccr ers nnscseseenesnssvesacene 
num. of tatal limes Per Page... cers ssc cnscerncseennssncenvecne 

Keyboard Controls - <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..“=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC@Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure 2-9. Example of Data Entry for Resetting Printer 
Specifications 

first item on the list, the number of spaces for a left margin. Try typing 

ow any letter of the alphabet and you will find that it is ignored with the 
sole exception of the letters L and I. The L is automatically interpreted 

as the numeral 1 because so many typewriters require typists to use the 
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lower case L as the number one. (The | invokes an itemizing feature to 

be described in Chapter 3.) However, all numbers (0 through 9) and 

arithmetic symbols (., +, — for decimal point, plus sign and minus 

sign) are accepted. The length of the number is limited by the o) 

computer to avert meaningless entries. For example, the left margin for 

a printer is limited to no more than nine spaces, so no more than one > 

numeral can be typed (0 through 9) for the default setting for the margin. 
Similarly, no more than three numerals are accepted for the number of 

characters per line. Also, since the numerical entries for these default 
settings must be whole numbers, the entry is rounded to the nearest 
integer and redisplayed on the screen once the RTN key is hit. 

For monetary entries a four-function calculator is also active. (Mone- 

tary entries will be demonstrated when you start to prepare a return in 

Chapter 4.) Up to ten characters can be typed for monetary entries. 

When no sign or decimal point is entered this means that up to ten 

digits can be typed. After the RTN key is hit the number entered is 

rounded to the nearest penny or the nearest dollar (depending on your 

default settings) and redisplayed on the screen in the format ~ 
XXXXXXX.XX. When the entry is started with an arithmetic symbol 

(+ for plus, — for minus, / for divide, * for multiply) the calculator is 

enforced. This means that the number typed after the symbol is, after 

the RTN key is passed, added to, subtracted from, divided into, or 

multiplied by the prior entry (which is displayed right-justified on the 

screen). For example, if the prior entry is 1000.00 and you type +500, 

then the new entry becomes 1500.00 and is redisplayed on the screen 

as such. On the other hand, if you type a number without preceeding 

it by an arithmetic symbol, then the number is interpreted literally as 

the new entry, regardless of the prior entry. For example, if the prior 
entry is 1000.00 and you type 500, then the new entry becomes 500.00 

and is redisplayed as such. 

Note that some special keys on your keyboard may be active but 

others may not. If you have a ten-digit keypad then you can usually 

enter numbers through the keypad rather than the keyboard as long as ~ 

the keypad is properly activated in accordance with the manual for the 

keypad. However, if you have special editing keys for moving the 

cursor, deleting and inserting characters, etc., these keys are normally 
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deactivated because the software uses its own editing procedures as 
described next. 

An editing capability is built into the software for making corrections 

to text data entry. This capability is especially useful for correcting typing 

errors in long text entries. The available keys are 

ctrl-H or < for backspace 

ctrlU or — __ for forward copy of the current entry 

ctrl-D for deleting the character currently under the 
cursor 

ctrl-I for inserting characters in front of the character 

under the cursor. 

The backspace key is marked on your keyboard as a large left arrow 
( << )and merely backspaces the cursor so that characters to the left 

of the cursor can be altered. (Pressing ctrl-H has the same effect.) The 

forward copy key is marked on your keyboard as a large forward arrow 

( —> _ ) when it exists on YOUR computer and merely spaces the 

cursor to the right over the current entry or recopies letters from the prior 

entry when the end of the current entry is reached. (Pressing ctrl-U has 

the same effect. In fact, ctrl-U must be used when the forward arrow key 

does not exist; thus ctrl-U must be used for IBM Computers. Do not 

confuse this function with the short arrow on the IBM keyboard, which is 

a special cursor moving key and not a forward copy key.) The forward 

copy key is therefore useful for correcting the spelling of a prior entry by 

recopying the prior until the offending letter is reached and then 

recopying the remainder of the prior entry until the end is reached. The 

delete function is invoked by pressing the CTRL key then pressing the D 

key without releasing the CTRL key. The character under the cursor is 
deleted and the remainder of the entry is moved one space to the left to fill 

the gap. The insert function is invoked by pressing the CTRL key, then 

pressing the I key without releasing the CTRL key. All characters typed 

thereafter are inserted before the character currently under the cursor. 

The insert function is then terminated either by pressing the RTN key to 

approve the entire entry or pressing the backspace( <— __)or forward 

copy( —_ )keys, or pressing the ctrl-I keys.. 

Computer Messages 

The computer periodically communicates with you using short 
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single-line messages. When the message is merely advising you of what 
the computer is doing (so that you are not left in the dark during 

necessary delays) it appears flashing near the bottom of the screen. No 
action is required on your part during these messages; you must merely 

be patient while the indicated action is taking place. When the message 

requires an action on your part, however, a flashing cursor appears at 

the end of the line awaiting your response. 

In one class of messages one-line instructions are given prompting 

you to perform some necessary action. For example, you may see 
messages like: 

Insert Program Disk in Drive A 

Turn Printer On & Align Paper 

In each case you must perform the instructed action then, when you 

are done, press the RTN key to continue. The press of the RTN key 

means to the computer “Ok I’ve done it. Please continue.” If you 
press RIN before having performed the proper action, however, 

you may be greeted by an error message. 

The error messages may scold you but they also give you a chance 

to correct your error. (While the computer does not hold the belief 

that the customer is always right, the computer is forgiving in 

providing a path to recover from the error.) The complete set of 
these error messages is given in Appendix F for your future refer- 
ence. Most of these messages are caused by errors in disk handling. 
For example, should you accidentally leave the door to the disk 

drive open, you would be greeted by the message 
Close Drive Door! 

followed by a prompt giving you the option to skip the last disk 

access or escape the current mode, rather than retrying after cor- 
recting your error: 

Want to retry (Y) or skip ahead (N)? 

Before answering the prompt you should take the corrective action, 

such as making sure the disk is properly inserted and the drive door 

is properly closed. Then you should answer Y to the prompt so that 

the disk operation is restarted. You may escape the error condition 

without taking the corrective action, however, by asking to skip 

ahead to the next action (by pressing N) or asking to go back to the 
prior menu so that a different instruction can be given by you to the 
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computer. While you will almost always want to retry when a disk 

error is encountered, you may often want to either skip ahead or 

abort the current mode when you encounter a printer error such as 

“out of paper.” 

The advisory messages that are flashed during delays are merely 

messages to assure you that the computer is performing some neces- 

sary functions. For example, when data have been changed and all 

forms and schedules are being updated to reflect the change the 

computer may delay before storing new data on disk and will flash 

the message 

STANDBY! Computations in Progress 

Similarly, when the computer has been operating for some time and 

has accumulated excessive deadwood (text that is no longer being 

displayed and will not be redisplayed in the immediate future), the 

computer will remove the deadwood and reshuffle the remaining 

text that is being actively used so that subsequent text can be more 
conveniently handled, and will simultaneously display the flashing 

message: 
STANDBY! Computer is Pausing to Refresh 

At other times the computer may be reading data or text from the 

disk or storing them on the disk and will flash a message to that 

effect. In this case the message is not only advisory but also a 

warning not to touch the disk units during the process, else an error 

in disk reading or writing could occur. During any of these 

STANDBY messages you must do just that: Stand by and be 

patient, and wait for the computer to complete its current function. 
DO NOT hit any keys such as BREAK or RESET key or else you 

may lose data that have required considerable typing effort to enter. 
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Reviewing the Sample Return 

Accessing the Sample 

An example of the use of the software by a taxpayer with a relatively 

simple return is contained on the supplied Program Disk. You should 

review this return upon your first use of the software in order to get 

familiar with the operating procedures. This is easy to do if you have not 

changed the original default settings for the disk drive specifications. 
However, if you have changed the drive specifications then you must 

restore them to their original settings as follows: First start the software as 

described in Chapter 2 then select mode 5 from the main menu (Figure 

2-2) and select mode | from the default menu (Figure 2-7). You must now 

restore the disk specifications to their original settings as illustrated in 

Figure 2-8, with the storage disk drive set identical to the program disk 

drive. Then press ESC twice to return to the main menu. The computer is 
now restored to operation as a single disk drive system so that the pre- 

stored sample return can be viewed. (If you wanted to view the sample 

return using two drives you would have to recopy the sample files onto 

your separate storage disk by using the Storage Disk File Manager mode 

described in Appendix D.) 

Once the computer is set for single drive operation you are ready to 

review the sample return. First select mode 2 from the main menu 

(Figure 2-2) in order to “prepare tax returns.” For the sample return the 

tax data are stored on the program disk rather than on a separate 

storage disk. Thus when you are prompted to insert the storage disk in 

the single drive specified you should ignore the message and retain the 

program disk in the drive. (For storing your own data, however, you 

will use a separate storage disk as described in Chapter 4.) After the 
prompt to 

Insert Storage Disk in Drive A 

appears, merely acknowledge the message by pressing the RIN key 

(recalling that RTN means RETURN, ENTER, or <4 _ ). The long 

menu of forms selection should then appear on the screen as illustrated 

in Figure 2-4. Notice that the currently active filename is displayed at 

the top of the screen. This is the filename for the last data that have 
been reviewed from the currently inserted storage disk (which in this 

case is really the program disk). If you have never used this software 
before then this name should be Mr. and Mrs. Sample. If it is not then 
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you should select mode 1 from the long menu to choose the proper 

active filename for reviewing the sample. The contents of the currently 

inserted disk (in this case disk volume 0, which is the program disk) 

would then be listed and you would choose Mr. and Mrs. Sample from 

this list. 

Form 1040 Review 

As long as the proper filename appears you may proceed with your 

review by selecting Form 1040 for preparation. Type 2 then RTN as 

your choice for the menu in Figure 2-4. (You could have directly 

selected one of the other forms that have been prepared, but we will 

illustrate here the “roadmap” method in which all forms and schedules 

are accessed through Form 1040.) Once the text of Form 1040 and the 

data for the sample have been read from the disk, the Form 1040 menu 

in Figure 3-1 will appear. 

Form 1040 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename —- Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

Form 1040 Choices......... 

1) Top of Form 1040 

2) Filing Status 
3) Exemptions 

4) Income ~— Part I 

=p Income - Fart II 

6) Adjustments to Income 

7) Tax Computation 

8) Credits 

9) Other Taxes 

10) Payments 

11) Refund or Amount You Owe 
Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC#Escape to prior menu...RTN*Entry Ok 

Figure coe Form 1040 Menu 

You may now enter any section of Form 1040 by selecting a section 

from the menu, and then flip forward ( >) and backward ( < ) 

through the eleven available sections (which we call pages). It is most 

logical to start with the first section, however, in order to acquaint 
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yourself with the data entry procedures. Therefore, select page | from 

the Form 1040 menu (Figure 3-1) by typing 1 and RTN. The top of 

Form 1040 should soon appear on the screen as illustrated in Figure 

Form 1040 Page 01 of ii 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 
KEREEKKEKREKKE TAXPAYER INFO 
Tax year — beginning date......22 ee enna Jan. li, 

Tax year -—- ending date... sence nunaee Dec. 31, 

First name & init-you & spouse......6065 Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. 

Laat NMAMM@.ccacccccacvcensscvnsanesonenee Sample 
Your social security number......0.02008 123-467-9876 

Present home addresa(no. & wt). csceeseee 8622 Imaginary Road 

Spouse’s social security NOwcscuescennee 365-45-4789 
City. town or post Of fice... cence enanae Anytown 

State (2-ltr) & Zip GCod@..ccscccrencceas CA 99650 
Your OCGUPAtION. »cccccscccencenntsnounone Accountant 

Spouse’ Ss OCCUPATION... ceca nes nnnneneneae Teacher 

$1 to pres elect campaign fund...cseneune ? No 
$1 to pres fund from spouse@.....seeae ? No 

Keyboard Controls - <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..“=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC#Escape to prior menu...RTN#*Entry Ok 

Figure 3-2. Top of Form 1040 for the Sample Return 

always be completed whenever you start preparing a new set of returns 

for a taxpayer. 

As an experiment you may prefer to change some of the entries. For 

entries of text, such as taxpayer’s name, you may immediately retype 

the entry and all alphanumeric characters will be accepted. For entries 
of Y or N in response to true/false questions the computer will accept 

keypresses of Y, N or space bar directly, and no others. For numerical 

entries, however, it is sufficient to enter the new number directly. 

Textual entries will be refused when a numerical entry is expected. 

After making any new entry, however, you always get a chance for 
approval or disapproval. The computer will proceed to the next line 

only after you have pressed the return key in approval of the entry that 

has been typed on the screen. 

The entries for Form 1040 are important for the proper completion 

of other forms and schedules as well. The entry for taxpayer’s name 
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and social security number will be reflected in the header for all other 

forms and schedules that are filed under the same filing name. The 
selected filing status (lines 1 through 5) is used for determining deduc- 
tions and exclusions for various other forms and schedules, such as line 

29 of Schedule A. The adjusted gross income (line 32) is used for deter- 

mining exclusions, limitations, and taxes on A. It is therefore very 
important that Form 1040 be properly completed up to the line needed 

by another form before proceeding to that other form. Appendix A is 

provided as a guide for insuring this proper order for the completion of 
forms. 

As you flip through the pages of Form 1040 you can see all types of 

entries: text, interger, monetary, and questions. What may not be 

obvious, however, is that a grand structure lies underneath many of 

the lines. This grand structure surfaces only when you press I at a line, 

indicating that you want to support the entry for that line with more 

detail than just the monetary amount. The structure that surfaces, 

however, depends on the particular line to be detailed. When I is 

_ pressed at a line that is not supported by a form or schedule that is 

built into the software, the “general itemizer” is entered. On the other 

Form 1040 Page 04 
Tax Preperer’s Currently Active Filename - . and Mrs. Sample 

KERR KEKKEKKK INCOME 
7a« Mages et a). (OxGapt, ZlOG) « cicicm sie ale otc c.6 0 cle. 6 010: 0,0)0 0's esis so 

« Excess pats fram FOrM ZlLOGs eisis.e sale ec 6:0) 6.00:0:0%010-s e'6..0 010 0) 818% 

Wages, Salarias, tips, @tConccccncccccccncccsesccnsaceecn 7. 

Interest income (Beh B/ Tre ncccccccsccccccccecnencocenas 8. 
« ‘Dividend income: (Sen Bs PD) ailels. ccic'eis's 2.0.06 6-050 10.016,0.e%e oe ele seve 

Amount in Ga mot qualfyings. ccccccccrccccncccrcccccnsaseces 

e EXEL USL ON ac wtce rece ei e Sec ce wnt Sone esos Hb Oe ee Sas Ce eee © 

« CENG FA MINUS FDesccsccecewesevivdaers cence sees 6 ea ee eee 

« Refunds of state/local tax cceccccsncvcesccccscescccscsene 
o (ALL MOONY TOCOL VOR ci djeisie Se. oisie rec 6 wins o\eleroieo.c:6 es 6(e elses wees © ele 
- Business income (SBehed Cd ccccncccccccvccsevessscevececee 

- Capital gains (Bohed DD). ccccnccaasnccsccccecesscncens 

- 40% cap gains (mot OM 13) .cccccccccrescvrcscccccssnccscas 

- Supplemental gains (4797) .ccccccnccccccanccaccescccesece 
Income Subtotal (7 thru 15) zcsccnnccccesvsccevccvccsccen 

Keyboard Controls - <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..*=Up..lI=Itemize 
TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=#Escape to prior menu...RTN#*Entry Ok 

Figure 3-3. Fourth Page of Form 1040 for the Sample Return 
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into the software, pressing I opens the door to that other form and the 
preparation of that form is started. 

As an example of the “general itemizer” consider the itemizing of line 

7 of Form 1040. First access page 4 of Form 1040, illustrated in Figure 
3-3. Then, with the cursor lying on line 7, press I. The itemized list of 

entries that have been prestored to support line 7 is then displayed on 

the screen, as illustrated in Figure 3-4. Note that the number of pages 

of entries that have been prestored is noted in the upper right corner of 
the screen. To flip through the pages you may use the < and > 

keys as usual. 

The general itemizer allows you to separately list all component parts 

that comprise an entry. For example, if you are paid wages from several 

different sources, you may use the itemizing feature as shown here to 

separately list the amount and payee for each. The amounts will then 

be totaled and placed on line 7 automatically when you escape (via 

ESC) the itemizer. The entries are also stored on disk when you exit so 

that they can be recalled the next time you want to review the list or 

make changes to the list. They can also be printed as supporting state- 

ments for filing with IRS, as detailed in Appendix C. 

Form 1040 (line 7a. ) Page 01 of O1 

Tax Preperer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

Anytawn School District eics ecg 0:9 0 019 «00 a9 0 16, 3500,00 

Price, Waterhouse. ccccceegececeegensecne 19,150.00 

eee eee eee wee eee ee ee ee he eee eee 

Ce | 

Ce ee 

ee 

Ce re 

Se ee ey 

eceenee ee see eee er eee eee ee eh ee ee eh eh ee 

cocoocoofoooooofcOooof 

° ° 

Keyboard Controls - <#Prv page..>#*Nxt page..°“=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN#Entry Ok 

Rear oc Itemization of Line Z of Form 1040 
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Data entry for the “general itemizer” is similar to that for normal 

monetary entries except that the text as well as the dollar amount for 
the entry can be changed. When the screen shown in Figure 3-4 first 
appears the cursor lies by the first numerical entry. After retyping the a“ 

entry, or approving it by pressing the RTN key, the cursor moves to | 

the beginning of the text entry so that the description of the amount 
can be typed. After the RTN key is pressed again the cursor moves to 

the numerical entry on the next line, followed by its text entry. 

Pressing the A key reverses the process. All editing features described 

in Appendix E are available for modifying these entries. Adding totally 
new entries at the end of the list is easy, using added pages if necessary. 

Merely press > after the last completed page and a new blank page 

will appear. Inserting new lines in the middle of a list, however, is less 

convenient. If you anticipate the need to do this you should scatter 

enough blank lines throughout your lists to allow for the later addi- 

tions. (Blank lines will be ignored when the itemized lists are printed as 
supporting statements to be filed with the IRS. They therefore will not 

affect the format of the finished return even when they are left blank.) 

If you have not yet done so you should press ESC to escape from the ~ 

itemized list and return to the screen in Figure 3-3. You should now 

proceed to line 8 in order to see an example of using I to gain access to a 
form or schedule without specifically escaping from Form 1040. Press I 
when the cursor lies on line 8 and Schedule B will be retrieved from the 

disk. Notice that the general itemizer cannot be invoked at this line, 

since a more detailed schedule is available. It is therefore impossible to 
have two conflicting supporting statements for the entry. 

Schedule B Review 

Once you have selected Schedule B and the appropriate text and data 

have been read from the disk, the first page of Schedule B, shown in 
Figure 3-5,should appear. Any of the three available sections can now be 
selected as a starting point for Schedule B since pages can be flipped with 

the < and > keys. As further illustration of the software select page 2 
to review the reported dividend income (Figure 3-6). 

Data entry follows the same format as for Form 1040 except that no 
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paths to other forms or schedules are available from page | of Schedule 
B. Any line (1 through 6) at which you press I will cause the “general 

itemizer” to be invoked for creating itemized lists as supporting 

statements. 

Schedule B Page O01 of O3 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

kkKK PART I-INTEREST INCOME 

i. THEM LEAS SOTLOGHT Ms WWE OC eiacate sleCe scars: sve-ate. aielatel evs elacavarererkiecave b o.00 

Ze Other oi nt erest:<PNCOMM ss. o.sceieieis:016 o'e,6 sbiaibiele eiece belie erera\a*eje tere rece Ze 256.00 

3. SUM OF STA NOS ANG 22s ie leieielereveleue a siatepsaveia Gvavnla aveterevare a laleletave ors Sis 256.00 

4. INCerest. FEWral] —BVEG TCE Foc co sicheseree:sce%e conse 61s euetalelele erels wieays 4. 0.00 
5. Sum OF EGmMOunte:? “Onc PLNe eS sie cscoccieveiats iosetecelale lle-ai ps alaiesalesecoiere 5. 0.900 

6. Amount + Of (A. SsC.s ON ST USL ON cs cccc0 0:00 6: ee eo eneieye elble eal eleia iw elesesace 6. 0.00 

Ts LS rye SS. Dia WENO Se teieecave eialo. ca ole jaloteia eiete: elete.aceie.gieiays uses lelatecese Te 0.00 

8. SUMP OF CLT MOSS, ANG) A clertere e1a'crevercieletass.atacats eletslalele wiarare: eieiesesete cae 8. 256.00 

Keyboard Controls —- <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..*=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN*Entry Ok 

Figur e 3-5. First page of ee ae 

Schedule B Page 02 of O3 
Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

*x*k PART II-DIVIDEND INCOME 

9. Gross dividends (& CaP QN) cere nesr nance nnreneseeesessacnsn 9. 0.00 

10. Sum of amounts ON LIME Dower cccencesercesnnsnracasevase 10. 0.00 

11. Capital gain distributions... cc cern erccnveensenscesnecsece 11. 0.00 

12. Non-taxable distributione...wcecnccnscncererveccenenvcecs 12. 0.00 

13. Exclen of qual re@invd divB..cscccrccccccccsscescccesvssne is. 0.00 
14. Gum of lines 11, 12 and AUS ceccccccancccccsccvecscaceccen 14. 0.00 

15. Line 10 lees lime 14. w.cccccccccccccccccscevencccceresese 13. 0.00 

Keyboard Controls —- <#=Prv page..>=Nxt page..“#Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=#Escape to prior menu...RTN#Entry Ok 

Figure 3-6. Second Page of Schedule B 
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For some entries you may prefer not to create an extensive itemized 

list yet you need the assistance of a calculator to sum the components 

that comprise the total for the line. In these cases the built-in calculator 

can be invoked by using the arithmetic symbols +, —, /, and * as pre- 

viously described in Chapter 2. For example, try entering the amount 

500.00 at line 1 of Schedule B. After pressing the RTN key, move back 

up to line 1 (via the A key) and type +20. After pressing the RTN 

key the calculated entry 520.00 will appear on the screen as the entry 

for line 1 of Schedule B. 

When you are ready to leave Schedule B you may return to line 8 of 

Form 1040 by pressing the ESC key. If you changed any amounts on 

page | of Schedule B you will notice that the new total from line 8 of 

Schedule B has been automatically posted to line 8 of Form 1040. 

Similarly, if you changed any amounts on page 2 of Schedule B you 

will notice a new total on line 9a of Form 1040. (Results from other 

forms and schedules are automatically printed in the same way.) You 

may now flip past the next two pages of Form 1040 (viathe > key) 

until you reach the “Tax Computation” page. Notice how any changes 

in the Schedule B entries have been reflected in the total adjusted gross 

income on line 33 of Form 1040. You are now ready to review 

Schedule A. 

Schedule A Review 

Schedule A can be accessed from Form 1040 by pressing I at line 34a. 

The Schedule A menu will then appear. Select page 1 from the menu 

first in order to see how medical expenses are handled. Note in particu- 

lar that the “adjusted gross income” from line 33 of Form 1040 is 
automatically reflected on lines 2 and 7 of Schedule A. 

Now flip to page 4 where charitable contributions are reported. An 

itemized list has already been prepared to support line 20b of Schedule 

A for the sample return. In order to recall the list merely type I after 

having moved the cursor to line 20b, and the prestored data will be 

read from disk. The first page of the itemized list will then appear on 

the screen. Had no data been prestored an empty list would have been 

presented to you so that you could start the list anew. 
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To return to line 20b of Schedule A press Esc. Flipping pages to the 

end of the schedule you will notice that lines 28, 29, and 30 are all 

computed automatically and reflect any changes you may have made 

in Schedule A. In particular, notice that the exclusion on line 29 is 

determined automatically from the filing status data on Form 1040. It 

therefore should be clear (from this example and the example of lines 2 
and 7) why the order of forms preparation is important and why Form 

1040 should be correct up to line 33 before Schedule A is completed. 

Notice that the schedule can, of course, be partially prepared before 

completing the first portions of Form 1040, but the final preparation 

and review must await the completion of Form 1040 through line 33. 

Tax Computation 

When you are finished with your review of Schedule A you should 

press ESC until you reach Form 1040 once again. You are returned to 

the Tax Computation section with the cursor lying on line 34a. Notice 

that a tax is already posted on line 38. The computation of this tax is 

performed automatically. The method of tax computation is under 
your control by means of your answer to the questions: 

Sea earns tae tal eae from Tax Tables? 
ee ee ee ee ee from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z? 

gi eserses leah weave re oe aes cee etch Ge aes from Schedule G? 
When you answer yes to any one of these methods the other two are 

set to no. You would normally select the tax tables or, if you have a 

high income, the tax rate schedules. If you have completed Schedule G 
for income averaging, however, then an answer of “yes” to Schedule G 

would cause the tax to be pulled from line 34 of Schedule G. Otherwise 

no tax would appear when you select Schedule G, until you have 
properly completed that schedule. 

You may now flip to the last page of Form 1040 to see the net 

amount due after prior payments. Unless you want to review some 

other forms or features you may now exit Form 1040 by pressing ESC 

twice, after which the sample return will be restored on disk modified 

by the changes that you have made to any entires. 

Notice that this software can be used for tax planning by using Form 
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1040 alone, in many cases. Entries that would normally be pulled from 

other forms and schedules can be made directly by retyping the entry 

rather than pressing I. In this way you can see the effect on taxes of 

deferring income or expenses from one year to the next. 

Once you escape Form 1040 and the sample files have been restored 

you could proceed to the printout mode to immediately see the fruits of 

your labor. However, we recommend that you wait until you read 

Chapter 5 after having prepared your own returns. If your printer is 

not precisely the same as the standard assumed by the software then 

you could need to follow the special instructions that are provided in 

that chapter. 
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Preparing Your Own Return 

Getting Ready for Your Own Data 

Once you have become familiar with the software through the sample 
return you are ready to prepare your own returns. Before you can pro- 
ceed, however, you must perform two steps: 

1. Change the default settings to reflect your hardware. 
2. Prepare a blank disk for use as a tax storage disk. 

The defaults should be reset for operation with two disk drives, provided 

you have two drives, to take full advantage of the added speed and con- 

venience that is available with a second drive. In addition the proper 

screen width and personal preferences for the way the software should 
operate should be reflected in the default settings. Since the Program Disk 

is too full to allow its regular use as a Storage Disk, you must prepare a new 

disk for use as a tax storage disk. The new disk must be formatted (or 
initialized) and supplied with a special Tax Preparer directory before it 

can be used. 

In order to change default settings you must select mode 5 from the main 

menu (Figure 2-2) with the Program Disk properly inserted. The defaults 

menu shown in Figure 2-7 then appears. Functions 2 through 4 relate to 

printing, and their resetting is deferred to Chapter 5. Function 1, how- 

ever, is selected for changing the default operating specifications. Upon 

selecting this function the entries shown in Figure 2-8 appear. All settings 

must be reviewed to ensure their compatibility with your computer hard- 

ware. In order to view the sample return you had to set the storage disk 

drive to be identical with the program disk drive. However, if you have 

two drives you should reset the storage disk drive to correspond with the 
real facts. Typical settings are reviewed in the following table. You should 

change the default settings to reflect your configuration. 

Spec. for Spec. for 

Hardware Configuration Program Disk Storage Disk 

IBM-PC with two disk drives A B 
Apple Computer with two disk drives S6,D1 S617 

Apple Computer with hard disk Soe Spy vee 

(Note that you may have to advance the volume number from V2 to 

V3 and up each time a new 16-name directory is created on a hard disk 

system.) The only other hardware specification on Figure 2-8 is the 
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video screen width. It should be set to 80 for all hardware except the 

standard Apple Il Computer, which is only capable of a 40-column 
width. The remaining three default settings relate to the personal needs 

of the preparer who uses the software. (See Appendix E for details on 

these settings.) Once you have confirmed the settings for the operating 
specifications you should escape from the default setting mode (via the 

ESC key) and return to the main menu. 

In order to prepare a blank disk for storage you must first either follow 

the instructions in your computer’s DOS Manual on how to format or 

initialize a disk or else use the mode provided for this purpose in the 

software. To use the built-in mode select “Manage Storage Disk Files” 

(mode #4) from the main menu (Figure 2-2) then choose “Create a new 

storage disk” (function #7) from the file manager’s menu (Figure 2-6). 

You are then presented with a menu of pages available for instructing 

you on the proper procedures for preparing a new disk. (See Figure 

4-1.) Since this is your first encounter with the function you should 

Freparing New Storage Disk 

Tax Freparer’s Currently Active Filename - Mr. and Mrs. Sample 

Available Choices......... 

1) Review Cautions & Warnings 

2) Review Instructions 

x9 Prepare Disk (w/o instrns) 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN¥Entry Ok 

Figure 4-1. Menu for Preparing New Storage Disk 

view all pages, starting with page one which contains cautions and 

warnings concerning the creation of a new storage disk. Then flip 

through the pages (using > ) and read all instructions through the 

last page. (Note that this last page is your point of entry when you no 
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longer need instructions.) At the last page you are instructed to insert 

the Turnkey Disk. This is the self-starting Program Disk for the soft- 
ware. Should you want to abort the mode, press ESC to escape. Other- 

wise the preparation of a new disk will start and you will not regain 

control of the software until the preparation is completed. If you press 

RTN in acknowledgement of the message then the new blank disk will 

be prepared after further brief instructions. Once the disk has been pre- 

pared the software is restarted anew. 

Once a disk has been prepared a directory must be placed on the 

disk. To do this, insert the new disk, select “Manage Disk Files” (mode 

#4) from the main menu (Figure 2-2) then choose “Start and name a 

new file” (function #) from the file manager’s menu (Figure 2-6). Since 

the disk has not yet been used there will be no names and the directory 

for the disk will therefore appear as shown in Figure 4-2. You should 

Manage Storage Disk Files 
Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename -— EMPTY 

Filenames on Disk Vol #01 

») View another storage disk 

2) Add new name to disk 

Which do you choose? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC#Escape to prior menu...RTN*Entry Ok 

select #2 from this menu in order to add names to the disk. No forms 

can be prepared for a taxpayer until his name (or other identification) 

appears on the disk. When asked to type the name to be added you 

may use any 26-letter descriptor. The taxpayer’s name would be a 

common choice but you may want to add the preparation date or 
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some other information for your own library management purposes. 

Once you have pressed RTN to approve the name typed the name will 

be added to the disk and the directory will be redisplayed, with the 

new name appearing. You may add up to fifteen more names to the 

one storage disk directory. No more names can be added once the 

directory is filled with 16 names, but you can create similar directories 

for numerous disks so that hundreds of clients can be conveniently 

handled. (An example of a full directory is illustrated in Figure 4-3. 

Manage Storage Disk Files 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 

Filenames on Disk Vol #02 

1) Abraham, Richard 

2) Carson, Jean and John 

3) Carson, Jerry and Terry 

4) Drew, Don 

5S) Farrel, Terry 

6) Garison, Joshua 

7) Gibraltar 

8) Johnson, Cynthia 

9) Johnson, Stephanie 

19) Mason, Jean 

11) Smith, ver. 1 

12) Smith, ver. 2 

13) Swenson, Paul 

14) Thomas. Dianne 

15) Young, Carol and Keith 

16) Zimmerman, Steve 

17) View another storage disk 

Which do you choose”? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC#Escape to prior menu...RTN#®Entry Ok 

Figure 4-3. Directory 

Note that a full directory does not infer a full disk but rather that data 

for no more taxpayers can be stored on this disk.) 

Before proceeding with the preparation of your own returns you may 

wish to view some other features of the file manager before leaving the 
mode. Referring to Figure 2-6 where the available file management 

functions are listed you will notice that you can see the directory of the 

current disk from functions 4 and 5 for displaying on the screen and 

printing on the line printer, respectively. The directory shown via 

these functions lists the volume number of the disk, the name of each 

file and the returns and schedules already prepared for each name. 

Since we are working with a new disk the message “no returns com- 

pleted” will appear after each filename listed. 
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Most of the other file managing features are used less frequently but 
can be a great help in cleaning the directories of deadwood and per- 

forming special functions. Please refer to Appendix D for details on the 

ow functions of these other features. You should now return to the main 
menu, via the ESC key, to proceed to the preparation of your own 

returns. 

Once you have returned to the main menu you should select mode 2 

to proceed with the preparation of your own returns. When the Tax 

Preparation Menu appears check the currently active filename at the 

top of the screen. If this is not the filename under which you want to 

prepare your return then you should select function #1 from the menu 

in order to pick a different filename. When you do so you are presented 

with the directory of names on the currently inserted Storage Disk, as 

shown in Figure 4-3. You may now either 

1. pick one of the names displayed, 

2. add a new name to the disk (if less than 16 are displayed), or 

3. insert a different storage disk and ask to “view another disk” 

By using choice #3 you may search for the disk that contains the name 

ow you want before picking the name from the list. By using choice #2 you 

may add a new name to the disk to start preparing a brand new return. 

Since you have already prepared a disk with a directory (if you have 

stayed with us so far) you will most likely want to invoke choice #1 and 

pick a name from the list of names that you previously placed in the 

directory of the Storage Disk. After choosing a name you should 

return to the Tax Preparation Menu (Figure 2-4) via the ESC key. 

Preparing Form 1040 

Whenever you are starting to prepare returns for a taxpayer who as 

yet has no returns on the computer, you must start with Form 1040 so 

that the name, social security number, filing status, and exemptions are 

entered. These data are needed before several of the other forms and 

schedules can be completed. Therefore, start preparing the first return 

ow for the currently active filename by choosing function #2 from the Tax 

Preparation Menu (Figure. 2-4) in order to enter Form 1040. 

Once the Form 1040 menu of available pages appears (Figure 3-1) 
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you should pick page | to start at the top of the form. Notice that some 

entries have already been made for you (Figure 4-4) even though you 

Form 1040 Page O1 of 11 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 
HEXREEREEKEK TAXPAYER INFO 

Tax: year — beginning date. cscccrcicnccsce Jan. 1, 

Tax year - ending dates ccccsscvnasecces Dec. 31, 

First name & init-you & spouse.......... 

LOB C. AMO os. o ie c.0/0) a olen aia lao in ele shers’e,8. 808 ec8 levee 

Your social security number.....e222e005 XXX—-XX—-XXXX 

Present home address(no. & st)... 2 eenee 

Spouse’s social security NO... eeevenecs 

City, town: ‘or Post. OF FL Ces cic aco oie: c.0ec-0 o%e 

State (2=Ttre)) 2194 COR@i a ccsies ora: were a eioin\s 

VOUr (OGEUD AES OM ic o00; 00 alco sca ie%e, ace eee; ane lee eles 

Snouse”’s GECUPAEL OM 6c. 6 eieievcs as: 0.0.0.6, ars.ciece'e 

$1 to pres elect campaign fund.......220. ? No 

$1 to pres fund from spouse.....cee02 ? No 

Keyboerd Controls - <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..*"Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN#Entry Ok 

Figure 4-4. Top of Form 1040 fora New Retien | 

have never completed a form for this filename. For example the start- 

ing and ending dates for the tax year are already entered as Jan. 1 and 

Dec. 31, and a blank social security number is entered as XXX-XX- 

XXXX to indicate the format that is required. After completing the 

entries on this page, always paying attention to the position of the 

flashing cursor, proceed to the next page (via > ) and notice that 

answers to the filing status questions are also already entered by 

default. (See Figures 4-5) You must change these entries unless the tax- 

payer really is single. Now proceed to the next page (via ESC) and 

notice that one personal exemption is already entered. You must 
answer yes to other exemptions when they apply. If dependents other 

than the taxpayer’s children must be listed then press I when the 

cursor lies on line 6d to itemize the list as required by the IRS. 

Proceeding to the next page (via > ) you see that zero dollar entries 

exist for all income items. Feel free to flip through the pages of Form 

1040 to reach lines for the entries that you know. The common first 

step in preparing a return is to enter all data from the taxpayer’s W-2 

Form. Available from the W-2 Form are the amounts for wages on line 
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Form 1040 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 
Page 02 of i1 

EXRKERREKEKKEK FILING STATUS 
Le SANG Oe evecescccceecs we cecssncvsseee ? Yes 

Married filing jointly... cssccsnecae ? No 
3 Married filing separately........06. ? No 

i ° Gatehete/ S68 ere Spouse’s full name.......06. 
4. Head of hous@hold..... cece cnn ccnesn ? WNo 

. ». Qualifying child’s name.......2.2. 

5 Qualifying widow(er)..... “een enescans ? No 

ee eeeeeres Year spouse di@d.....c2256 

Keyboard Controls - <=Prv page..>=Nxt page..“*#Up..I=Itemize 
TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN*Entry Ok 

| Figure 4-5. Second Page of Forni 1040 for a New Return 

7 (displayed on page 4), special taxes for lines 56 and 58 (displayed on 

page 9), and tax withheld on line 60 (displayed on page 10). You should 

complete these lines as well as any other lines for which you know the 

amounts and do not need to support with other forms or schedules. 

Preparing Other Forms and Schedules 

Next you should proceed with the preparation of other forms and 

schedules that must be filed with the IRS to support entries on Form 

1040. In general you should use Form 1040 as your roadmap, as 

detailed in Appendix A, completing forms reporting income first, then 

adjustments to income, then itemized deductions, then special tax 

credits and additional taxes. If, however, you do not follow this order 

the forms and schedules can always be easily checked for consistency 

prior to printing. 

The other forms and schedules are available to you in two ways. You 

may gain direct access by choosing the appropriate number from the 

forms and schedules menu illustrated in Figure 2-4 or you may press | 

(for itemize) at any numerical entry and be transferred to the 

supporting form or schedule. When no form or schedule is built into 
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the software for that line you are put under control of a general 
itemizer. For example, you are transferred to Schedule B when you 
itemize (by pressing I) line 8 of Form 1040. Later, when you exit 

(escape) from Schedule B the results from Schedule B are automatically 

posted to lines 8 and 9 of Form 1040, and you are returned to line 8 of 

Form 1040 in order to continue with that form. 

Whenever you enter a form or schedule, either directly or through 

another form, a menu of pages available for that form or schedule 
appears on the screen. Once you choose a particular page the text for 

that page is written on the screen and data may then be entered just 

like it was for Form 1040. When a line is encountered that must be 
supported by another form or schedule (such as line 12 of Schedule C 

is supported by Form 4562), you may enter that form by pressing I at 

the line rather than returning to the forms and schedules menu of 
Figure 2-4. 

In addition to the itemizing feature that transfers you to a specific 

form or schedule there is also a general itemizer which allows you to 

separately list all component parts that comprise an entry. For 

example, if the taxpayer received interest income from several different 

sources, you can use the itemizing feature (at line 2 of Schedule B) to 

list the amount and payee for each. The amounts will be totaled and 

automatically placed on line 2 of Schedule B when you leave the list by 

pressing ESC. This feature is available on any line of any form or 
schedule that expects numeric data, except for those lines for which 

supporting forms, schedules or worksheets are available in the soft- 
ware. Please note that it is possible to over-ride the automatic posting 

feature of this program by changing an entry on a line that was posted 

from another form or schedule or from an itemized list. The program 
will allow you to make that change but it will assume that you do not 

want the old supporting form or schedule. The old supporting data will 

be disconnected until you itemize the line once again. 

To leave the current form or schedule altogether you must press the 

ESC key. If you entered from the forms and schedules menu, you will 

be returned to that menu. If you entered by itemizing a line on another 

form or schedule, you will be returned to that form or schedule. 
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The Final Steps 

Once all appropriate forms and schedules that support entries on 

Form 1040 through line 37 have been completed, the tax (before 

credits) is automatically computed. The tax from the tax table or tax 

rate schedule will appear on line 38 of Form 1040 as long as you did not 

answer (on that line) that the tax should be pulled from Schedule G. In 

the latter case it is your responsibility to complete Schedule G so that 

the proper tax will appear. 

Once the taxes are properly computed you can proceed to the 

remaining sections of Form 1040. Data and supporting forms and 

schedules for credits, other taxes, and payments can now be entered. 

The program will compute the amount overpaid (line 68) or the 
amount due (line 71) based on your data. You must complete lines 69 

and 70 if an overpayment applies. If you are required to complete Form 

2210 you can itemize the last line of Form 1040 in order to enter and 

complete Form 1040. 

After you have completed the above procedure you can either 

prepare a return for another taxpayer or proceed directly to the print- 

ing of forms and schedules on paper. Should you want to prepare a 

new return you should press ESC to return to the forms and schedules 

menu shown in Figure 2-4 and select function #1 to choose a new 

active filename. If you want to generate printouts you should escape to 

the main menu and proceed to Chapter 5 to see how printouts are 

generated. 
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— Generating Printouts 

IRS Rules on Print-outs 

A printed version of any form, schedule, or supporting statement can 

be generated on any line printer by selecting the printout mode (#3) from 

the main menu (Figure 2-2). However, the IRS requires that the printouts 

satisfy certain standards before they can be accepted for filing. Following 
are some of the general guidelines that have been set by the IRS. The 

information reviewed here was gleaned from IRS Revenue Procedure 

82-4 entitled “Substitute Computer-Prepared Forms and Computer- 
Generated Forms.” You may obtain acopy of this pamphlet from the IRS 

by ordering Publication 1168. Since IRS regulations may change without 

notice, however, you should check with the IRS for the latest require- 

ments before submitting your returns. 

Two classes of computer printouts are distinguished by the IRS: 
computer-prepared forms and computer-generated forms. Computer- 

prepared forms are preprinted forms that are filled in by computers, such as an 
official Form 1040 with data entries printed onto the form by computer. 

Computer-generated forms are forms for which not only the data entries are 

printed by computer but also the entire forms are printed by computer in 

facsimile form. 

Computer-generated forms are acceptable to the IRS only when they 

meet the standards that are set by the IRS (as reviewed in Revenue 

Procedure 82-4). First, they should be printed on lined (2 per inch) or 

green-bar (/2” wide) paper for easy reading. Second, although pin-feed 

paper that is 912 inches wide is acceptable, it must be perforated into 842” 

x 11” sheets. Such paper is available in carbon-interleaved sets to mitigate 
the need to take the time to print multiple copies. The following sources 

are suppliers who have represented themselves to us as being capable of 

supplying paper that meets all requirements of the IRS: 

Nelco Forms Form Systems & Services 

P.O. Box 1075 P.O. Box 14 
Green Bay, WI 54305 Green Bay, WI 54305 

(414) 336-2602 (414) 433-0300 

However, acceptable paper is available from numerous other sources as 

well, including retailers of computer and office supplies. Be sure to order 

the standard lined paper and not special custom-designed forms that 
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some suppliers sell. 

In addition to using the proper paper, the computer-generated 

(facsimile) forms must strictly follow the printing formats outlined in IRS 

revenue procedures for computer-generated forms and schedules, or else 

special approval of a new format must be obtained from the IRS. Since 
approval is a time-consuming process and the tax season is short, we have 

attempted to follow the IRS guidelines strictly so that special approval is not 

necessary. You should recognize, however, that it is still possible that some 

form or schedule may be rejected because of an unfavorable interpreta- 

tion by some IRS agent. 

Computer-generated facsimiles of Form 1040, however, cannot be filed 
with the IRS. Only computer-prepared forms are acceptable to the IRS. 

The software therefore has the capability for generating computer- 

prepared forms by printing directly on a preprinted Form 1040 and 

properly filling in the spaces. 

For individual users the easiest way to print onto Form 1040 is to use 
single sheet 1040’s from your local IRS office or post office. If you have a 

friction-feed printer it is easy to use the single sheets one side at a time. If 
you have a pin-feed printer you may tape Form 1040’s to your blank pin- 

feed paper — page | to one sheet and page 2 to another — and then submit 

both pages to the IRS. 

For professional tax preparers who have a number of clients, it is much 

more cost effective to use the special pin-fed Form 1040 paper that is 

available from various forms companies. The special paper is sold in 4-ply 

form — an original plus three carbon copies — as a continuous roll of 

paper for 50 or more forms. The roll alternates between page | and page 2 

of Form 1040 and tears apart into standard 8/2” x 11” sheets. Cost is 
typically less than 50 cents per 4-ply form from various suppliers 

including: 

Integrated Business Systems Nelco Forms 

2500 West Sixth Street P.O. Box 1075 

Los Angeles, CA 90057 Green Bay, WI 54305 

(213) 387-5383 (415) 336-2602 
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Checks-to-Go 

P.O. Box 425 

La Mesa, CA 92041 

oy (800) 552-8817 outside California 
(800) 854-2750 from California 

Be sure to ask for the “official edition” of Form 1040 in order to avoid pos- 
sible problems with properly typing into the spaces on Form 1040. The 

required forms are direct photocopies of the official IRS form. (Some 

forms companies have non-standard forms for which they have received 

special approval from the IRS but which may not be compatible with our 

software.) 

Another alternative for professional preparers is the use of acetate 

overlays. First the Form 1040s are printed by computer onto plain paper 

as if preprinted paper were in the machine. Then acetate photocopies of 

page 1 and page 2 of ablank Form 1040 are overlaid on the printouts anda 

photocopy is made of the result, which looks to the photocopy machine 
like a filled-in preprinted Form 1040. The required acetate overlays can be 

made inexpensively by your local photocopying shop or bought from 

tow such sources as Nelco Forms. (When making the acetates yourself you 

must exercise care to ensure that the overlay is accurate and that the copy 

has not been so enlarged by the photocopy machine that the data do not 

fit properly within the proper boxes.) 

Getting Ready for Printing 

Before generating printouts for the first time you should check that the 
default settings are appropriate for your printer. The defaults have been 

preset to the settings that are appropriate for the most common hardware 

configuration, but your printer may require a change. To check the 

defaults, select the default changing mode (#5) from the main menu 

(Figure 2-2) then select “facsimile printout specs” (#2) from the defaults 

menu (Figure 2-7). The screen illustrated in Figure 2-9 should then 

ey appear. 

The specific meaning of each entry is detailed in Appendix E. Just a few 
hints are given here to help you in your first encounter with the printing 

specifications. The standard typefaces that are available are normal and 
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compressed type. When you select one of these standard typefaces the 

computer automatically issues the appropriate initializing characters for 

such popular printers as the Epson printer. 

When you choose not to use the standard typefaces, however, you 

must enter the proper initializing characters yourself. The characters 

are found in the instruction manual for your printer. You are allowed 

to type any string of characters you desire, including escape and 

control codes, in order to reset the printer to the desired typeface or 

printing width. Note that the escape key will show on the screen as a 

special symbol printed on a white square, while a control character will 

show as a black typed letter printed on a white square. A few common 

initializing characters follow. Should you have any questions about 

your printer, however, you should consult the manual for your printer 

or request assistance from your dealer. 

Character String Purpose 

ctrl-O Compressed mode, which sets the typeface 
at a narrow size for 16.5 characters per inch. 

esc-E Emphasized type, which sets the typeface for 

a darker emphasis than the standard type. 

esc-G Double strike, which causes each character 

to be retyped upon itself for a darker print. 

Note that the appropriate keystrokes must be used, not the correspond- 

ing character codes. For example if your printer manual states that you 
must set the printer with the character CHR$(12), or the ASCII code 12, 

then you should type the single keystroke that is equivalent to this code 

(ctrl-L) rather than typing the character code itself. (The keystroke 

equivalents for the codes are given in your Computer Manual.) 

The “device for facsimile printouts” is preset as the standard for your 
machine, typically slot one for both IBM and Apple Computers. How- 

ever, you may have your printer connected to a different port. For 

example, with an Apple III Computer the proper entry may be S5 rather 

than S1. (Please note that all settings made for the facsimile printouts are 
used for the printout of summary letters and directories as well.) 

Once you have set all printing parameters properly for the facsimile 

printouts you should proceed to the next page (via > ) to check the 
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settings for Form 1040 printouts. (See Figure 5-1.) A similar set of para- 

Default Settings Page O03 of 04 

¥KFORM 1040 PRINTOUT SPECS 

Standard. typefaces. Co bet (USO ss ici c eine cyavarecossre wc 0 -are%ere cic ureter stare terete ew if Yes 

Narcows ‘typeface tor De) USO saa <.c cislere al ereieto.0 ose o/s ta nieviaiaveicheperanaiel etecave ? No 

Printer ad ni tial 2 ngh Chara Gr Wain ss) sr0rsie.arvclove sel otaviiejeleve ei ecersteisieterelele areata R 
D@Vi Ce ctor Form. LOSOC Brine OUCS o.5.6.0:slavacsorels-6.5i'e.0 eneje le eretevs) el eve teres) e-ete-etaye lptil 

Stop cat: end (oF -e@aGh LTH Pag@eicie cece slave etee acess. seis ey orevubeve ast: bw lose le ees <2 No 

Line "teed. -equited (With Ome@turrn se cic) c.s.6, oid.ale (ener ale aa sie she, wile setesererutnie cle imre ta Yes 

Number, Of UChnaractere, (DOR FN Cieleerete:ccrcceesshatetete Glaralels ot alensvesaloverdiatelorarsts 10.00 

Numbercof total sli nes OO cin iis cise sure .eje"are lane ele? weve eco) sreveele afevetagereveseiecs 11.00 

oreee Pat Or ep are. TNEORrMACLOMN scetetersteve te ete cfeipts ie er eletel aie: ale ieisate rai aledabavetere 

Is paid ‘oreparer Ge@1F amp OY.OG ss eiccie:c.crdsejere (aieveve) oleleletend e616 bie erele alee. ene a Yes 

Preparer’s ssn ORM MEME HICH) yc e610 fets\orslerare celica ales wyaieie eee eye) slevelajeceiel ste 111-—22-3333 

N&MOs OF = PEOP AEN FL GWia ress ekeverncscetelaleceisvalecejnielels/sis) erste wlscetareve ela; slafaleenessivete David FP. Accoun 

MOG iG Pies Ale yal) SitsiOhatareva te hel hans) a\lesarahateveelevevs selene ole (eratasnlolatelavelece 

Eels: NUMNDESr (Of POD ArIOG: “HL Riis.cvevecets ‘a: o 0.0) elec: een «lave: si eipaialaiere.le blae sere: « 12-345678 

FIRMS Streets AASC ORG. are ace tecs oa be o's sie) one ee ale oiele le; sieves bis inie els ereie) sere 1234 Tax Road 

Fine SCC y ONG: SCO EC oc ae ete ayel erevee sins =) pun 6! 6 aie) ne etels eeie (ev sel ele) o.8 arbi s.ieie Anytown, CA 

Fete 2 DCO RM ACK M aha elatele tal wzete/aNe leleneceusietanuisiee.etelatetatsve sort ers .cretetelelnrn 99682 

Keyboard Controls —- <#Prv page..>=Nxt page..“=Up..I=Itemize 
TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN#Entry Ok 

Figure 5-1. Form 1040 Printout Specifications 

meters must be set, but the settings may be made different for the Form 

1040 printouts. For example, you may wish to use two printers; one 

loaded with lined paper for facsimile printouts and the other loaded with 

preprinted Form 1040’s. The printers will therefore be connected to dif- 

ferent ports on the computer, and the “device for Form 1040 printouts” 

will therefore be different from the “device for facsimile printouts.” 

The “paid preparer’s information” in Figure 5-1 will be printed at the 

bottom of the last page of Form 1040, as required by the IRS for profes- 
sionally prepared returns. Professional tax preparers should properly 
supply the information requested. It will be stored on your Program Disk 

and used every time you print onto an official Form 1040. 

You may next proceed to the last page for default settings (Figure 5-2). 

On this page parameters are provided for fine-tuning your printouts. You 

should normally NOT have to change any parameters since they are pre- 

set to be compatible with the standard official preprinted Form 1040. 

However, should the preprinted forms you are using be slightly different 

from the IRS version, or page 2 is spaced a line or two off from page 1, you 

may have to change some parameters. Be careful, however, about too 

many changes. Only minor adjustments should be necessary. (Please 
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Default Settings Page 04 of 04 

XKEKKFORM 1040 TAB SETTINGS 

Line 3. ta LiNe 4CANEHSS APA) aces cates e vives a Kies s ce eeresesee ee o a _ 

® ON line 6C tO WOM Lime G@ecwcccannnscsvnnnnnvuncsccrecsesnce 0.44 

Line 9c to line 19 CUMS OS ins 65:65 6-0 a5 8 eee a. Sc0le aleve ba) @) 8 628 e- Wie.e dl ace were O.11 

Line 20b to line 21 CLMEMES) . ceccevvccassrcsnsecnesaesentneeese 90.33 

Line 24 to line 25 CLNECMOS) acc recaccae seer acetone eet been a.ae O.11 

Line 26 to line 29 CLMEM@B) ac ncnncnanavnennennescccseeseceseene O.11 
Line 30 to line 3i CACM OS) a cia elo. o 0a dvatate ae a-8: 6d eine baa G8 6-68 we erelaie 0,22 
Line 31 to line 32 iC iteicl | Santen gee a ara eee eer ee ae ee aor ee O.11 

Line 32 to line 33 CINCH OS? 255 bere Sete eee, hoe a hie ae ap Soe ale pee ors ee, Bere 0.88 

Unearnd income box to lime B4b..w ec ewww nnn nnn nna nee nee nen esruseees 0.22 
Line 61 to line 62 CT ACH OW) ie. fa. ee Se ate laine Oye wa: 6.8 ar S78 eee ware bale bw aah O.11 

Line 66 to line 67 CLACH OS) cc. iste aie. 069 learn el eee boob eae locale! se ever e- ee 0.22 

Form 2210 box to sel f-empl] DOX. cn. ccwcarenccareaneennenvssnescnses 0.77 

Self-employed bOx CO @ei.s MAccacvecscrrsccrcsnascecncesreanevece 0.22 

Left mrgn to ist date (inches)... . cece wren nnn nn werner nen ner unneaee 3.40 

Lett mrgn tO dee Ot 2A DANO GSS a6 aie eS tice ae apes a bad Blob ese 4.30 

Left mrgn to IRA code(line 25) wccsseericenseesccccesaveatibvceseace 4.30 

Left mrgn to Unearned iINCM DOK... sewer wwe a nnn e nen nsenenneennenaee 2.90 
Left margin to self-employ DOX.. cc. cen wane e nen nee ne nonnasneesrusvace 1.50 

Keyboard Controls —- <=Prv page... %°=Nxt page..“=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN*Entry Ok 

one 5-2. Form 1040 Tab Settings . 

note that the factory settings are illustrated in Figure 5-2 in case you want 

to re-enter them after having made erroneous entries.) 

Once you are satisfied that all defaults are properly set you should 

escape the mode by pressing ESC until you return to the main menu. The 

new settings will be stored on the Program Disk automatically before you 
reach the main menu. 

Printing Facsimiles 

When you are finished with your review of the default settings and 
return to the main menu, you may select mode 3 to proceed with the 

printing of the forms and schedules. You are first shown the printing 
menu of Figure 2-5, giving you four options for printing. In order to see 

how facsimiles (computer-generated forms) are printed, select option #1 

from this menu. After a quick look at the Storage Disk the computer 

greets you with the directory for the disk as illustrated in Figure 5-3. You 

must either select one filename for printing or permit forms for all file- 

names on the disk to be printed. If you select a single name then the forms 

and schedules completed (and selected later) for that taxpayer only will be 

printed. If you select all, then the forms completed (and selected) for all 
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taxpayers on the disk will be completed. However, you can also view 

another Storage Disk from which to select a name. 

Printout Tax Returns 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 

Filenames on Disk Vol #02 

1) Abraham, Richard 

2) Carson, Jean and John 

3) Carson, Jerry and Terry 

4) Drew, Don 

5S) Farrel, Terry 

&) Garison, Joshua 

7) Gibraltar 

8) Johnson, Cynthia 

9) Johnson, Stephanie 

10) Mason, Jean 

11) Smith, ver. 1 

12) Smith, ver. 2 

13) Swenson, Faul 

14) Thomas, Dianne 

15) Young. Carol and Keith 

16) Zimmerman, Steve 

17) View another storage disk 

18) List returns for ALL files 

Print facs returns for which name? 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN®™Entry Ok 

Figure 5-3. Directory for Printing Facsimiles 

wy After selecting the filename (one or all) you are greeted with the print- 

ing options shown in Figure 5-4. Note that you can print all forms, or all 

Facsimile Printing..csceee 
Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 

Facsimile Printing Options 

1) All Forms and Schedules 

2) All Except Form 1040 

3) Single Form/Schedule ONLY 
4) #1 & Supporting Statements 

~) #2 & Supporting Statements 

6) #3 & Supporting Statements 

Which do you choose”? 

oy TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure 5-4. Options for Printing Facsimiles 
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except Form 1040 (since its facsimile cannot be filed with the IRS 

anyway), or a single form alone. And any of these three options can be 
accompanied by the printing of supporting statements (special and 

general itemized files) or not. (If you ask to print only a single form, then a 

menu of all forms and schedules is also presented and you are asked to 

choose one.) 

Once you have made your selection of filenames and forms you are 

instructed to set up the printer, making sure that the paper is properly 

positioned. The print head should lie below the perforations on the paper 

so that an acceptable top margin appears on the page. Once the printer is 

set you can press RTN to continue. The proper files are then read from 

both the Program Disk and the Storage Disk and the printing of the 
requested facsimiles proceeds. If printing does not commence then you 

should check that the hardware is properly turned on and connected, 

then check that you have properly set the defaults to be compatible with 

your printer. (See Appendix G for the proper appearance of printouts.) 

If you have reset your defaults to stop at the end of each page, then the 

computer will wait for you to insert another page of paper before proceed- 
ing to the next 11-inch page. Otherwise all requested forms and schedules 

for all requested filenames will be printed without pausing in the order 
desired by the IRS for direct filing. 

Note that you can interrupt printing at any time by pressing the space 

bar or ESC key. If you press the space bar then the interruption is 

temporary and you can continue by pressing again. On the other hand, if 

you press the ESC key then the printout is aborted and you are returned 

to the printing menu. 

Printing Form 1040 

The printing of Form 1040 is accomplished in a similar manner except 

that special care must be taken in aligning the paper, especially when 

official preprinted forms are used. To see the printing in action select 
option #2 from the printing menu (Figure 2-5). You are first asked to select 

filenames for printing. You are displayed a directory similar to Figure 5-3 

for the Storage Disk that is currently inserted. Again, you may generate 
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printouts for all filenames or for one alone. Once you have made your 

selection the fill-in of Form 1040 commences. 

If you are using preprinted 1040 forms in your printer (rather than 

using the acetate method) then you must carefully check the alignment of 

your paper before proceeding. The software aids you in this process by 

printing alignment marks and asking your approval of their position. 

(On-screen prompts guide you to the proper alignment.) If you do not 

approve then the marks are printed again after you realign the paper. You 

may repeat this process as many times as you want until the alignment is 

satisfactory. Once you approve the alignment the form is filled in for all 

the filenames you requested. The printing will proceed uninterrupted 

unless you have reset the defaults to stop at the end of each page, as is 

necessary for single sheet operation. In the latter case you must carefully 

realign the paper for each new sheet, as prompted by the software. 

Printing Summary Letters 

The third option of the printing menu (Figure 2-5) provides for the 

printing of asummary letter and a client bill. This option produces a pro- 

fessional cover letter and an invoice as illustrated in Figure 5-5. The tax 

liability is summarized from the information found on Form 1040 for the 

selected filename and a list of the specific forms and schedules prepared by 

computer is provided, along with a space for the tax preparation fee. The 

client’s name and address appears near the top of each letter, based on the 

information at the top of Form 1040, and the preparer’s name and 

address appears based on the default settings supplied for Form 1040 
printouts. 

The operation of this mode is similar to that for the other printing 

modes. A directory of filenames on the current storage disk is presented 

(similar to Figure 5-3) and you are asked to choose to print letters for all or 

just one of the filenames. After the selection is made the printing com- 

mences until all requests have been filled. 

The fourth option of the printing menu (Figure 2-5) provides for the 
printing of all data for each client without pause. The order of printing is 

cover letter, client bill, Form 1040 fill-in, fscsimile forms and schedules, 

then supporting statements, all in IRS-preferred order. 
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David F. Accountant, C.F.A. 

234 Tax Road 

Anytown, CA 99682 

Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample 

8822 Imaginary Road 
Anytown, CA 99650 

Please find enclosed your 1982 Individual Income Tax Returns. 

The Federal Return (Form 1040) shows your tax liabilities as: 

Total tarxwscssaaae 3,731.00 
Prior Payments.... 3,992.00 

Amount Overpaid... 0.00 

Amount Underpaid.. 199.00 

Penaltyuas.euennnaes o.00 

TOTAL YOU OWE..... 199.00 

You (and spouse if married and filing jointly) must sign and 

date Form 1040, then mail one copy of the SIGNED Form 1040, 

along with all other forms and schedules enclosed, direct to 

the Internal Revenue Service on or before April 15, 1983. 

Be sure to enclose a check for the TOTAL YOU OWE noted above. 

Professional services rendered include the preparation of the 

following forms for your 1982 Individual Income Tax Returns: 

(1) Form 1040 (Main Form) 

(1) Schd A (Itemized Deducn) 

(1) Schd B (Interest & Divs) 

Tax Preparation Fee for these services is ® __., 

Sincerely, 

David FP. Accountant, C.P.A. 

Figure 5-5. Cover Letter, Client Billing ‘-) 
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Getting Ready for Next Year 

Getting Ready for Next Year 

After April 15th you may be tempted to pack away your Tax Preparer 

until next year. However, you can save a considerable amount of time 

and labor during the next tax season if you prepare now. 

The Tax Preparer by HowardSoft is designed for year-long recordkeeping 

— not just year-end tax filing. Liberal use of the itemizing feature with its 

full editing capabilities will accomplish this recordkeeping. Then after 

you purchase the low-cost updates at the beginning of the next tax season, 

the preparation of next year’s forms will be accomplished with ease. 

Even if you don’t use the software throughout the year, you should save 

your Storage Disks for use as a starting point next year. Much of the 

information on this year’s returns will be used again next year. The dollar 

amounts may change, but much of the other information and text will 
not. Thus, once you receive next year’s updates you can start with much 

of the information already in the computer. You will merely use a transla- 

tion program for converting old files into a new format, as described in 
Appendix D. 

Should you have any questions or problems with our software, please 

feel free to call. We hope that we can help you to prepare tax returns with 
much less pain than your former methods and will do everything we can 

to ensure this. Good fortune! 
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Road Map for Tax Preparation 

Recommended Order of Preparation 

The IRS regulations are sufficiently complex that the order in which 
forms and schedules are prepared is important. The software automat- 

ically posts results from one form to another, but some forms cannot be 
properly completed until certain other forms have been prepared first. It 

is therefore safest to follow the recommended order even though it may 

not be the fastest means of forms preparation. 

The recommended order is most easily followed by making use of the 

built-in roadmap that is provided by Form 1040. In order to use this road- 
map you must enter Form 1040 as your first form selection. Thereafter, 

when you want to prepare a different form or schedule you must do so 

through Form 1040 as follows. When the cursor reaches a line on Form 

1040 that contains the result of the next form (or schedule) that you want 

to complete, you must press I in order to enter that form (or schedule). 

You should not exit from Form 1040 with the ESC key and select the form 
directly from the 22-selection menu or else you will defeat the built-in 

roadmap. The built-in roadmap remains in effect only so long as you 

enter other forms via the I key and do not exit from Form 1040 via the 

ESC key. 

As the master example consider a taxpayer who must complete nearly 

every form and schedule that the software provides. The recommended 

order for this taxpayer follows: 

Step 1 — Complete Form 1040 through line 7. 

Step 2 — Complete all schedules for reporting income by itemizing 

(pressing I) at the corresponding line of Form 1040 (lines 8 

through 19). For example, at line 8 press I to go to Schedule B 

and enter interest income. Then exit Schedule B via the escape 

key and you will be returned to line 8 on Form 1040. Enter 

other schedules which have results posted to subsequent lines 

in the same way. Note that these schedules (B, C, D, E, F) need 

not be completed in order. When the income section of Form 

1040 is displayed on the screen merely press A or RIN to go 

upordown,andpress > or < to fliptothe next or previous 

page of Form 1040. Now be sure all entries for lines 1 through 22 
are complete before proceeding. 

Step 3 — Complete all lines for reporting adjustments to income by 
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itemizing (pressing I) at the corresponding lines for Form 2106 

or Schedule W, and entering all other amounts manually. (The 

order within the “adjustments to income” section is not 

important. “ 

Step 4 — If you must itemize deductions, then press I at line 34a of Form 

1040 to enter Schedule A. When you exit Schedule A you will 

be returned to Form 1040 line 34a. 

Step 5 — The software will automatically compute the tax to appear on 

line 38 based on the information provided so far. When the tax 
tables are selected for the method of tax computation the tax is 

accurately computed and posted to line 38. When, however, 

income averaging is selected additional data may need to be 
supplied in order for the tax to be accurately computed. For 

example, income for prior years must be supplied. In order to 
supply these additional data you must select income averaging 

(Schedule G) as the method and itemize (press I) at line 38 of 

Form 1040. Schedule G will then appear for your entry of the 

data. After completing the form you must press ESC to return 
to line 38 of Form 1040. 

Step 6 — If you must complete one of the special forms associated with ~ 

line 39 of Form 1040 then you must do so manually now and 

enter the resulting tax on line 39. 

Step 7 — Next complete all forms for tax credits, as seen in lines 41 

through 48 of Form 1040. The forms that can be reached by 
itemizing the appropriate line are R & RP, 2441, 3468, and 

5695. All others must be prepared manually. 

Step 8 — Now complete all forms for reporting other taxes due, as seen in 
lines 51 through 58 of Form 1040. Those available via itemizing 

are SE, 4625, and 6251. All others must be completed and 

posted manually. 
Step 9 — Finally, complete the rest of Form 1040, lines 60 through 71, to 

determine the net tax due or refund. Itemize the last line of the 
form (past line 71) to enter From 2210 for computing the 

penalty for underpayment of estimated taxes. 

One final reminder: in order to stay under the control of the built-in 

roadmap you must first enter Form 1040 and then enter all other forms 

and schedules only by itemizing the appropriate lines in Form 1040 in the 
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order that they appear on the form. If you exit Form 1040 viathe ESC key 

then enter another form or schedule directly you will no longer be guided 

by the Form 1040 roadmap. 

Examples of Simple Returns 

The method of following the Form 1040 roadmap is a convenient tech- 

nique for taxpayers who use only a few of the available forms and 

schedules. Two common examples are illustrated here to emphasize the 

point. 

In the first example the taxpayer has interest and dividend income 

exceeding $400 and can itemize deductions because of the large interest 

payments on his home mortgage. The recommended procedure for pre- 

paring his return is: 

Step 1 — Enter Form 1040 and complete the general information 

through line 6. 

Step 2 — Enter wages in line 7 then itemize line 8 to enter Schedule B. 

Complete all three parts of Schedule B, itemizing (pressing 1) 

lw lines 1 and 3 ofthat schedule to report the interest and dividend 

income as required. Then exit Schedule B by pressing ESC. 

You are returned to line 8 on Form 1040, but the proper 

amounts for line 9 now also appear. 

Step 3 — Nowjumptoline 34a of Form 1040either by pressing > three 

times to reach the page on taxes or by pressing ESC to reach the 

Form 1040 menu and selecting the “tax computation” section 

from this menu. Now itemize line 34a to enter Schedule A and 
select the appropriate section on Schedule A for reporting 

interest expenses. After entering the interest on the appropri- 

ate line you may escape from Schedule A and return to Form 

1040. 
Step 4— Now complete Form 1040 to its end before escaping and 

thereby storing all new data and updating the files. 

ey In the second example the taxpayer is the sole proprietor of a business, 

has capital gains income from the sale of stocks, and can itemize his 
deductions. The recommended approach is: 

Step 1 — Enter Form 1040 and complete all lines through line 11. 
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Step 2 — Itemize line 12 of Form 1040 in order to enter Schedule C for 

reporting business income or loss. While completing Schedule 

C you may further itemize to reach the depreciation form 

(Form 4562). 

Step 3 — Now escape back to Form 1040 and move down to line 13. 

Itemize this line to enter Schedule D for reporting capital gains 

and losses. While preparing Schedule D you may also enter 

Form 4797 for reporting special kinds of sales by itemizing the 

appropriate line. 
Step 4 — Escape back to Form 1040 and proceed to line 34a either by 

escaping to the 1040 menu and selecting another section of 

1040 or by repeatedly pressing > until the proper page 

appears. Then itemize line 34a to enter Schedule A for claiming 

itemized deductions. 
Step 5 — After returning from Schedule A, proceed to page for “other 

taxes” and press | at line 51 of Form 1040 to enter Schedule SE. 
After completing this schedule and returning to Form 1040 you 

may flip to the end of Form 1040 to view the net tax due. 

Shortcuts for Experienced Preparers 

While the use of the built-in Form 1040 is the most foolproof method 
for tax return preparation, it is not the fastest. The repeated returning to 

Form 1040 consumes a reasonable amount of time which can be avoided 

if you are sufficiently familiar with tax return preparation to control the 
order properly yourself. The shortcut method involves the entry of other 

forms and schedules directly from the long menu of available forms rather 
than through the itemization of lines of Form 1040. 

Using the shortcut method the proper procedure is as follows: 
Step 1 — Enter Form 1040 and complete all lines that do not involve the 

built-in forms and schedules up through line 33. 
Step 2 — Exit Form 1040 via the ESC key, then prepare the following 

forms in the following order by selecting each form indepen- 
dently from the long menu of available forms: 

Schedule B 

Schedule C 
Form 2119 
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Schedule D 

Schedule E 

Schedule F 

Form 2106 

Schedule W 

Step 3 — Now reselect Form 1040 and complete all lines through line 39, 

excluding line 34a. Then prepare the following forms in order: 

Schedule A 

Schedule G 

Schedules R & RP 

Form 3468 

Form 2441 

Form 5695 
Schedule SE 

Form 4625 

Form 6251 

Step 4 — Now reselect Form 1040 from the long menu and proceed to 
complete the form to its end. The results from forms and 

schedules completed in Steps 2 and 3 should already be posted 

to the appropriate lines on Form 1040, and the sums at the end 

of each section should reflect all postings. You may escape 1040 

with the ESC key once the form is complete. 

Step 5 — Should you need to file Form 2210 for tax underpayment 

penalties, you may select that form now. After completing and 

exiting Form 2210 the forms preparation is complete. 

A brief reminder: The order of forms preparation should be followed 

strictly so that forms that depend on amounts from previously completed 
forms are properly prepared. 

Checklist of Income & Deductions and 

Where to Report Them 

The following tables are provided as an aid in reminding you to report 

allincome and expenses. They are not intended as tax or legal advice. The 

entries for where to report the listed items are the most commonly used 

locations, but may not be proper for your situation. If you are not sure 

about where to report an item then you should seek professional advice. 
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Table A-1. Where to Report Income 

Income Item 

Advance Payment of Wages 

Alimony Received 

Annuities 

Awards 

Back Pay 

Bad Debts Recovered 

Bonuses 

Business Income 

Capital Gains 

Commissions 

Dividends Received 

Executors Fees 

Expense Allowances 

Farm Income 

Gain on Sale of Residence 

Gambling Winnings and 

Illegal Business Profits 

Income to Beneficiary 

Interest Income 

IRA Distributions 

Jury Fees 

Partnership Income 

Pensions 

Prizes 

Punitive Damages 

Raffle Winnings 

Refunds of State & City Income Taxes 

Rents 

Rewards 

Royalties 

Salaries 

Stocks and Bonds, Gain on Sale 

Tips 

Wages 

Where to Report _ 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Form 1040, Line 11 

Form 1040, Line 16 or 17 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Schedule C 

Schedule D or Form 4797 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Schedule B, Part Il and 

Form 1040, Line 9a 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Schedule F 

Form 2119 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Schedule E 

Schedule B, Part I and 

Form 1040, Line 8 

Form 1040, Line 16 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Schedule E, Line 26 

Form 1040, Line 16 or 17 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Form 1040, Line 10 

Schedule E, Part I 

Form 1040, Line 21 

Schedule E, Part | 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Schedule D 

Form 1040, Line 7 

Form 1040, Line 7 
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Table A-2. Where to Report Deductions 

Deduction Item 
Accelerated Cost Recovery System 

Alimony Paid 

Amortization 

Back Pay, Expenses to Collect 

Bad Debts 

Bonds, Worthless 

Business Expenses for Employee 

Business Expenses for Employer 
Business Losses 

Capital Losses 

Casualty Loss 

Child Care Expenses 

Depletion 

Depreciation 

Donation to Charity 

Education Expenses 

Expenses for Production of Income 

Farm Expenses 

Finance Charges 

Interest Expenses 

Interest Penalty 

Investment Counseling Fees 

Investment Tax Credit 

Involuntary Conversion Loss 

IRA Contributions 

Job Expenses 
Job Seeking Expenses 

Keogh Plan Contributions 

Labor Union Dues 

Medical & Dental Expenses 
Medical & Dental Insurance 

Medicine & Drugs 
Moving Expenses 

Passport Fee, for Business Trips 

Where to Report_ 
Form 4562 

Form 1040, Line 28 

Form 4562, Part II 

Schedule A, Line 25 

Schedule D 

Schedule D 

Form 2106 and 

Form 1040, Line 24 

Schedule C 

Schedule C 

Schedule D or Form 4797 

Schedule A, Line 24 

Form 2441 

Schedule E 

Form 4562 

Schedule A, Lines 20 & 21 

Schedule A, Line 26 

Schedule A, Line 26 

Schedule F 

Schedule A 

Schedule A, Line 16 to 18 

Form 1040, Line 27 

Schedule A, Line 26 

Form 3468 

Schedule A, Line 24 

Form 1040, Line 25 

Schedule A, Line 26 

Schedule A, Line 26 

Form 1040, Line 26 

Schedule A, Line 25a 

Schedule A, Line 5 

Schedule A, Line 4 

Schedule A, Line 1 

Form 3903 and 

Form 1040, Line 23 

Schedule A, Line 26 
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Form-By-Form Hints 

Alternative Paths to Forms & Schedules 

While any form or schedule can be entered directly from the opening 

menu of the preparation mode, where all built-in forms are listed, it is 

often more convenient to enter the form from the form or schedule that it 
supports. These indirect paths are tabulated below as a guide to 

alternative entry paths. 

Table B-1. Entry Point to Various Forms 

Form or Schedule Accessible From 

Schedule A Form 1040, Line 34a 

Schedule B Form 1040, Line 8 and Form 1040, Line 9a 

Schedule C Form 1040, Line 12 and Schedule SE, Line 2 

Schedule D Form 1040, Line 13 

Schedule E Form 1040, Line 18 

Schedule F Form 1040, Line 19 and Schedule SE, Line | 

Schedule G Form 1040, Line 38 

Schedule R & RP Form 1040, Line 41 

Schedule SE Form 1040, Line 51 

Schedule W Form 1040, Line 29 

Form 2106 Form 1040, Line 24 

Form 2119 Schedule D, Line 2a and Schedule D, Line 9a 

Form 2210 Form 1040, Line 71 

Form 2441 Form 1040, Line 45 

Form 3468 Form 1040, Line 43 

Form 4562 Schedule C, Line 12 and Schedule E, Line 18 

and Schedule F, Line 55 
Form 4625 Form 1040, Line 52 

Form 4797 Form 1040, Line 15 and Schedule D, Line 14 

Form 5695 Form 1040, Line 47 
Form 6251 Form 1040, Line 53 

Special Supporting Statements 

Several of the forms have lines that must be supported by more detail, 
such as by itemized lists or other schedules. These supporting details are 

constructed by pressing I at the line in question and then completing the 

form that next appears on the screen. In most cases this “form” is just a 

general itemized list where a list of amounts and descriptions can be typed 

and the total is then posted to the line being itemized. The general 

itemizer is available for most lines where a monetary entry can be made. 

In some cases, however, the form is one of the other IRS forms or sched- 

ules or a special worksheet that involves special calculations for each item 

in an itemized list. These special itemizing features are reviewed in the 
following table. 
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Table B-2. Supporting Forms for Various Lines 

Originating Form 

or Schedule 
Form 1040 

Schedule B 

Schedule C 

Schedule D 

Schedule E 

Schedule F 

Schedule SE 

Form 2106 

Form 2441 

Form 3468 

Form 4562 

Form 4797 

Line to 

Itemize 

26c&d, 30c&d, 32c&d 
59-75 

1] 

2 

11 (Part Il) 

1 

2 
II/1, B/1, B/3, B/5 

l 

2a-f 

Form 

Available 

Other Dependents Worksheet 

Schedule B 

Schedule B 

Schedule C 

Schedule D 

Form 4797 

Schedule E 

Schedule F 

Form 2106 

Schedule W 

Schedule A 

Schedule G 

Schedule R & RP 

Form 3468 

Form 2441 

Form 5695 

Schedule SE 

Form 4625 

Form 6251 

Form 2210 

Schedule D 

Schedule C-1 

Form 4562 

Gain/loss worksheet 

Form 2119 

Gain/loss worksheet 

Form 2119 

Form 4797 

Rent/Royalty income worksheet 

Rent/royalty Expense worksheet 

Form 4562 

Income/loss worksheet 

Farm Income worksheet 

Schedule F 

Schedule C 

Car Expense worksheet 

Qualifying Person worksheet 

Caretakers worksheet 

Investment Credit worksheet 

Expense Election worksheet 

ACRS worksheet 

Sec. 168 (3) (2) worksheet 

Depreciation worksheet 

Amortization worksheet 

Gain/loss worksheet 

Gain/loss worksheet 

Worksheet for Sec. 1245 Property 
Worksheet for Sec. 1250 Property 
Worksheet for Sec. 1251 Property 
Worksheet for Sec. 1252 Property 

Worksheet for Sec. 1254 Property 

Worksheet for Sec. 1255 Property 
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Creating Supporting Statements 

Supporting statements can be created for virtually any line of any form 

or schedule where a numerical entry for the line could be typed. These 

statements are created by first typing the letter I rather than a numerical 

entry (where I means itemize). One of three types of supporting state- 

ments is then started: 

1. an IRS form or schedule 
2. aspecial itemized ]':t 

3. a general itemized list 

The software determines which type is started in accordance with a pre- 

specified set of priorities. 

First, the software looks to see if an IRS form or schedule that would 

support the line at which I is typed is built into the software. If so, control 

of the software is turned over to that form and no itemized list is started. 

Second, the software looks to see if a special worksheet is available for the 

line at which | is typed. If so, a special itemized file is started following the 

format of an IRS worksheet. If not, a general itemized file is started using a 

preset general format for itemized lists. For all three types of supporting 

statements the results of the statements are properly posted to the affected 

lines when control is returned to the line at which I was typed. (In most 

cases only the itemized line is affected, but in some cases other lines are 

affected as well.) 

Printouts of supporting statements are made by request when facsimiles 

of the forms and schedules are printed. When the supporting statement is 

actually an official IRS form or schedule, the form is printed like any other 
form or schedule and its printing is not affected by the printing of the form 
that it supports. When the supporting statement is a special or general 

itemized list, however, the statement is cross-referenced on the form that 

it supports, and the statement is printed only when the form it supports is 

also printed. These statements can be submitted to the IRS with the 

entire tax return or kept as a personal record for the taxpayer. 

The creation and use of general itemized lists are described in the next 

section. [he creation and special itemized lists are described in the section 
thereafter. The creation and use of official IRS forms and schedules as sup- 

porting statements, however, are not separately described because they 

are no different than the operation of any other form or schedule. 
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General Itemized Lists 

General itemized lists are designed for lines which must be supported 
by more detail but which have no special form for reporting that detail. 

The lists are general purpose in nature. Each item in the list is formatted as 

a 30-character description followed by a 10-digit number, as illustrated in 

Figure 3-4. The lists are displayed on the screen 20 items at a time, and 

stored on disk in the same way. Any number of pages of 20 items each can 

be stored to support a single line on a form or schedule. The numerical 

entries for all items on all pages are added, and the sum is posted to the 

itemized line when the itemizer is escaped. 

When an itemized list for a line is first started, a menu of pages prepared 

is displayed as illustrated in Figure C-1. If no itemized list has ever been 

Schedule E--Line 9. 

Tax Preparer’s Currently Active Filename —- Gibraltar 

2 supporting pages are now stored for 

Supporting Statemnt 040015. .SUM=% 2300 

Which do you choose?( 3 = NEW page) 

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...RTN=Entry Ok |” 

Figure C-1. Menu of Pages Prepared 

built in the past, no pages have been prepared. Therefore when you 

choose to go on you choose page | and a blank screen of 20 items is dis- 

played. The cursor first rests on the numerical entry for the first line, and 

moves to the text entry for the first line, then the numerical entry for the 

second line, the text entry for the second line, etc., as the RTN key is 

repeatedly hit in approval of the current entries. As entries are typed and 

approved the keyboard behaves much like it does when data are supplied 
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for IRS forms. The same keyboard editing features (using ctrl-I and ctrl-D) 
are available and the cursor is moved up and down the page withthe A 

and RTN keys. The only obvious difference is the ability to change the 

descriptions of the items. 

Once a page is filled you can add more items to the list by asking for 

another page by pressing the > key. The currently displayed page is 
stored on the disk then a new blank page is displayed on the screen. After 

filling that page you can keep adding pages until 50 pages of 20 items each 

have been stored. Thereafter the only way to add more data is to delete 

existing data from the list. Specific entries can be deleted by retyping the 

entries as blanks. An entire page can be deleted by pressing ctrl-R while 

the page appears on the screen. A page can be moved to a different posi- 

tion in the sequence of pages by pressing ctrl-M then typing the new 

page number when asked to do so. 

Any time a page is being displayed you can either advance to the next 

page (via > ), or escape to a menu of pages prepared (via ESC). Any of 

these actions cause the data on the current screen to be stored on disk 

before another screen is displayed. 

When you want to add a new page you must request from the menu 

of pages prepared a page number that is one higher than the number of 

pages available. Once the blank page appears on the screen and you 

supply all data to fill the page, you may move the page to a position 

anywhere in the sequence of pages by invoking the ctrl-M key as 

described before. Merely enter the new page number when requested 

and all other pages will be moved to adjust. 

Special Itemized Lists 

Special itemized lists are customized for the lines that they support. 

Rather than just one number and one description per item, these lists are 

generally comprised of several entries per item, often involving calculated 

amounts. For example, the special itemized lists for reporting capital gains 

are comprised of worksheets of the form illustrated in Figure C-2. This 
worksheet is used for special itemized files that are created for lines If, lg, 
Of, and 9g of Schedule D.as cited in Table B-2. A similar worksheet exists 

for Form 4797. The worksheet is repeated for each new item (such as 
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Schedule D--Line 1. Page 1 of 

Tax FPreparer’s Currently Active Filename - Gibraltar 

K*¥kKKK GAIN/LOSS WORKSHEET 

a. Kind and GeSEPr2OCs Oe vic o cibiesd s 1c ews. «oe 100 shares Hewlett Packard common 

Bi. Date acquired CHESS OME LIOR. asat aan setece: sare 6/30/82 

Ge Date sold CHOC TOF SOR Dies ares. bias sc Lar loses 

dis GOSS Wal OS DEV Oieceih ico: wired oer a ase ele rstacs 4 eed wlexele le! sel sce ew avaligusl ote 7,500.00 

e. COSTOF “OUMOGF “DOM Ss areseyecaletevaxsiere e742) elena sever may dis elena sl) ecetoraceve: sim. © 4,762.50 

Pe LCI Bieisahersye hyp eres Lavts ehal baa cen's (ate! Sravetevessretalaie re lelel ele tes slaie)ere tel eietn) peters: aia O,00 

Gis Gein etecerucetoreloca oislenodataver a areericcrul are etalacatecancnever ior 6 (ghee mes x etacelaiete iets Dalat 

Keyboard Controls - <=Prv page... *#=Nxt page..“=Up..I=Itemize 

TAX PREFARER by HowardSoft ESC=Escape to prior menu...-RTN=Entry Ok 

Figure C-2. ‘Gain/Loss Worksheet 

stock, bond, real estate, or other property). Each item consumes an entire 

page, but any number of items can be handled. The sums of selected 

entries for all items are posted to appropriate lines on the form being 

itemized. 

The additional removal and moving of pages is similar to the same 
operations for general itemized lists. The lists are accessed through a 

menu of pages prepared. Pages are added by choosing to view a page 

number one beyond the number of pages prepared. Pages are removed by 

first selecting them for viewing then pressing ctrl-R to remove the page 

that is displayed. Pages are moved by pressing ctrl-M while the page to be 

moved is displayed and entering the new page number when asked to do 

so. Pages are flipped viathe > and <_ key as usual, and data are read 
from and stored to disk upon each flip of the page. The cursor is moved up 

and down the page viathe A and RTN keys, and character insertion 
(ctrl-I) and deletion (ctrl-D) are provided. 
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Printouts of Itemized Lists as 

Supporting Statements 

The special and general itemized lists can be printed for filing with the 

IRS. The printing format, however, depends on the type of list. General 

itemized lists are printed in a column like most standard IRS forms. 

Special itemized lists, however, are usually printed in a multi-column 
format for compact printing. 

The printed lists are referenced on the forms themselves. For example, 

when an IRS schedule is printed with the phrase “see statement 030040” 

it means that copy | of Schedule A is itemized at line 40. Note that line 

numbers are unique to the software and do not correspond precisely with 

actual IRS line numbers. However, the top of the itemized list also 

contains this reference number. (The first two digits are the form or 

schedule number, following the numbering convention seen in Figure 
2-4. The third digit is the copy number minus one; this numzer is zero 

unless multiple copies of a form have been prepared. The last three digits 

identify the line number on the selected form, using a numbering conven- 

tion that is unique to the software.) 
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Storage Disk File Management 

Handling Storage Disks 

The tax data that you supply to this software and the data created in its 

wy use must be stored on one or more Storage Disks. The care of these disks is 

provided by the fifth mode on the main menu: “Manage Storage Disk 

Files.” This file manager cares for your disks from creation to retirement. 

You may find that you can save yourself time in the future by taking the 

time now to understand all capabilities of the file manager. Before describ- 

ing those capabilities a couple of hints on using storage disks are given. 

It is best not to attempt to totally fill a storage disk with returns for 
numerous taxpayers because you may run out of space in the middle of a 
taxpayer’s returns. Tax professionals have found that they can typically 

store data for a dozen or more clients. We recommend fewer clients, how- 

ever, if there is some question of space remaining on the disks. (Should 

you nevertheless run out of space while preparing a return, you may 

switch to a new disk and recopy selected old files to the new disk and 

recopy selected old files to the new disk using the file manager.) 

Many professionals find it most convenient to store data on only one 

ey client per disk. The disk can therefore be filed with that client’s other 

records under his own name. Moreover, when returns are prepared for 

that client in the next season, the old data are already available as a start- 

ing point. The data for each successive year can then be stored on the disk 

for that client. Thus, while it may seem costly at first ($5 per client) to store 

only one client per disk, the disk will be well used in successive years if you 

have a regular clientele. 

Functions of the File Manager 

The eight functions of the file manager are: 

1) Start and name a new file 

2) Clean out an old file 

3) Change name of an old file 

4) Display names/filing data 
ay 5) Printout names/filing data 

6) Duplicate selected files 

7) Create a new storage disk 

8) Translate prior-year files 
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Typical situations where you would use these functions are as follows: 

1) Before you can use a blank disk as a Storage Disk for the Tax Preparer 

you must format or initialize the disk and place a tax directory on the disk. 

The procedure is described in Chapter 4 and uses functions 7 and 1 of the 
file manager. 

2) If you have already stored data using the prior-year edition of the 

software then you must translate the files into the current year format 

by using function 8 of the file manager. You must either already have 

available a disk prepared as above or else you must put a new directory 

on the prior-year disk using function 1 of the file manager. Then you 
are ready to translate files. 

3) When you want to compare a number of tax alternatives without 

destroying old files, as in tax planning applications, you will want to 

duplicate files for the taxpayer to be studied using function 6 of the file 
manager. 

4) If you just can’t remember what forms have already been prepared 

for a client, you can quickly review the contents of the disk with 

function 4 of the file manager. The forms and schedules prepared are 

displayed on the screen for the selected filenames. 

5) In order to keep track of all files when you have several disks of tax 

data, you should generate printouts of the directory. These printouts 

list the volume number, the filenames reserved (taxpayers), and the 

forms and schedules already prepared for each. 

6) After extensive use of the software you may find that some old files 

are no longer needed and you want to erase these portions of the disk 

in order to make room for a new taxpayer or a different set of forms. 
Function 2 of the file manager provides this housecleaning function. 

7) You may also find that you want to change the filename used to 

identify one taxpayer’s set of returns. For example, you may want to 
include a date with the name and update that date when you prepare a 

new return for that client. This is easy to do with function 2 of the file = 

manager. 
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Special Caution 

The operation of the file manager involves acombination of menus and 

prompts. All attempts have been made to make it self-prompting so that 

written instructions are not necessary. You should double-check your 

steps whenever you use the file manager, however, because several of its 

functions involve alterations to the Storage Disk which may not be 

reversable. Take special care when using functions 2, 7, and 8 because 

valuable data can be erased by not following the on-screen instructions 

carefully. In general, however, you will find that the file manager gives a 

great deal of added flexibility to tax professionals who have numerous 
clients. 
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~Program Control Through Keyboard & Defaults 

Keyboard Functions 

Several keys on the keyboard have aspecial meaning to the software, as 

described below. A numeric keypad can often be used for entering num- 
erical data, but it must be properly connected (such as by pressing NUM- 

LOCK on IBM-PC computers). Special editing keys that are available for 
programmers, however, are disconnected from this software. In their 

place selected editing commands are provided as listed in Table E-1. 

Default Settings 

The software has been delivered with settings that are proper for the 

most widely-sold hardware configurations. If you, however, have added 

capabilities like a second disk drive or a second printer, then you should 

change the settings to reflect your configuration. In addition if there is 
anything custom about your printer or the 1040 forms that you are using 

you may have to change the settings. Professional preparers should also 

enter their name, address, and I.D. number here and should tell the 

computer if they want to use the manual over-ride or multiple forms 

features. See Table E-2 for definitions of default entries. 

In order to change any of the settings you must enter mode #5 from the 

main menu: “Change Default Settings.” The menu for this mode should 
soon appear as was illustrated in Figure 2-7. Next select the class of specifi- 

cations that you want to change and the data entry screen for that class 

will appear as was illustrated in Figure 2-8. The purpose of all default 

settings are detailed in the following table. After the changes in any 
entries have been made you can exit by pressing ESC to return to the 

menu in Figure 2-7 and then ESC again to return to the main menu of 

Figure 2-2. After the second press of the ESC the new settings are stored 

on the Program Disk. 
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Table E-1. 

Name of Key _ Symbol on Key __ 

escape ESC 

carriage return RTN, RETURN, 

ENTER, or 

up 

forward 

backward 

backspace or ctrl-H 

forward copy or ctrl-U 

delete - ctrl-D 

insert ctrl-I 

move ctrl-M 

remove ctrl-R 

itemize ] 

letter L L 

no N 

yes 4s ¢ 

space SPACE BAR 

plus . 

minus — 

divide by - 

multiply by * 

When Active 

Keyboard Controls 

Purpose a 
nearly always 

nearly always 

during data entry 

during data entry 

and instructions 
during data entry 

and instructions 

during data entry 

during data entry 

during data entry 

during data entry 

during display of 
general & special 
itemized lists 

during display of 
general & special 
itemized lists 

during numerical 

data entry 

during numerical 
data entry 

in response to a 

question 

in response to a 

question 

in response to a 

question 

during numerical 

data entry 

during numerical 
data entry 

during numerical 

data entry 

during numerical 
data entry 

To exit the current mode and return to a prior menu so 
that a different operation can be selected. 
To approve the entry appearing by the flashing cursor or 

to acknowledge the message to the left of the cursor; this is 
the equivalent of an “OK” key and can be used during 
data entry to rapidly move the cursor down the screen to 
an entry that must be retyped. 

Tomove the cursor up the screen to an entry that must be 

retyped. 

To flip to the next page of data or instructions, if a next 

page is available. 

To flip te the previous page of data or instructions. 

To move the cursor back to the letter to the left of the 
current cursor position. 

To move the cursor one step to the right, recopying the 

prior entry for that cursor position. 
To delete from the new entry the character currently 

under the cursor. 
To insert characters between the current cursor position 

and one position to the left; all characters after the ctrl-l 

keypress are inserted until the insert mode is exited by 
pressing one of the other cursor moving keys above. 

To move the currently-displayed page to a different order 
in the sequence of pages for the current itemized file. 

Toremove the currently-displayed page from the bank of 

pages that comprise the current itemized file. 

To create or change a supporting statement for the data 
at the current cursor position; if another form, schedule, 

or worksheet exists to support that line then control is 
given to that new form; otherwise the general itemizing 
feature described in Appendix C is invoked. 

Taken as the numeral | for numerical data entries. 

Taken as the response “no” to questions requiring a yes 

or no answer. 
Taken as the response “yes” to questions requiring a yes 

or no answer. 
Taken as the response “no” to questions requiring a yes 

or no answer. 

When entered as the first character in a numerical entry, 

adds the entered number to the prior entry to form a new 
entry. 
When entered as the first character in a numerical entry, 

subtracts the entered number from the prior entry to 
form a new entry. 

When entered as the first character in a numerical entry, 

divides the prior entry by the current entry to form a new 

entry. 

When entered as the first character in a numerical entry, 

multiplies the prior entry by the current entry to form a 

new entry. 
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Specification Typical Setting _ 

-Program Control ThroughKeyboard &Defaults 

Definitions of Default Specifications 

Purpose 

Program disk drive 

Storage disk drive 

Video screen width 80 (vs 40)? 

Manual over-ride to auto-calc? 

Multiple forms prep’n allowed? 

Numbers rounded to nearest $? 

Standard typefaces to be used? 

Narrow typeface to be used? 

Printer initializing characters 

Device for facsimile printouts 

Stop at end of each | 1-in. pg.? 

Line feed needed? 

Number of spaces for left margin 

Number of typed letters per line 

Number of typed lines per page 

Number of total lines per page 

Device for 1040 Printouts 

A for IBM-PC 

S6, D1 for Apple 

A for 1-drive IBM-PC 

B for 2-drive IBM-PC 

S6, D1 for 1-drive Apple 
S6, D2 for 2-drive Apple 

Yes for IBM-PC 

No for Apple 
No 

No 

Yes 

LPT 1 for IBM-PC 
S1 for Apple 
No 

Yes 

60 

66 

LPT 1 for IBM-PC 
S1 for Apple 

To identify in which disk drive unit the Program Disk will 
be inserted. 

To identify in which disk drive unit the Storage Disk will 

be inserted. 

To let the software know whether or not to restrict its 

messages to 40 characters in width. 

When you answer no, several lines on several forms are 

automatically calculated and cannot be changed by you; 

when you answer yes, any such auto-calculated line can 

be reentered by you as an over-ride. WARNING: answer 

yes only when the tax situation is so special that it 

warrants a special entry, because answering yes slows the 

preparation somewhat. 

When you answer no, you are restricted to just one 

Schedule C, E, SE, etc. per Form 1040; when you answer 

yes, you are allowed to prepare up to five different copies 

of one form or schedule, but the software operates some- 
what slower. 

When you answer no all monetary entries are rounded to 

the nearest penny; when you answer yes all entries are 

rounded to the nearest dollar consistently, as allowed by 

the IRS. 

When you answer yes then you are restricted to the 

normal or compressed typeface that is standard for most 

printers; when you answer no then you can achieve any 

typeface you desire by typing the required initializing 

characters later. 

This question is ignored unless you answered yes to the 

previous question. Answering no here invokes the 

normal typeface width; answering yes invokes the nar- 

row (compressed) typeface. 
This entry is ignored unless you answered no to the 

“standard typefaces” question. You would type keys that 

invoke special printing operations here, such as ESC fol- 

lowed by G for double strike to achieve a darker print. 

(See your printer’s operating manual for the keys to type.) 

To identify to which hardware port your printer is 

connected. 
Answering no assumes continuous sheet operation, 

which is needed for batch printing of all clients; answer- 
ing yes allows single-sheet operation by stopping to allow 

a paper change at the end of each page. 

Answering no assumes that your printer will issue a line 

feed automatically when the computer issues a carriage 

return; answering yes assumes that the computer must 

force the line feed to occur. 

A number from Oto 9 for adding a left margin to printouts 

ONLY when the printer paper cannot be positioned to 

provide an adequate margin. 

The number of letters that can be typed on the line after 

allowing for the left margin; the sum of the margin and 
this number cannot exceed 80 for normal type or 132 for 

compressed type. 

The number of lines to be typed in the facsimiles before 

the printer is advanced to the top of the next page. 

The total number of line feeds needed to advance from 

the top of one page to the top of the next. 

To identify to which hardware port the printer that is 
loaded with Form 1040 paper is connected. (Several other 

printer questions are the same as those for the facsimile 

printouts above.) 
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(Table E-2. Definitions of Default Specifications continued) 

Specification _ 
Number of characters per inch 

Number of total lines per inch 

Paid Preparer’s Information 

Form 1040 Tab Settings 

Typical Setting 

10 

11 

Purpose 

The number of letters that would make a word one inch 

wide. 

The number of lines of text that would measure one inch 

deep on the page. 

The seven entries associated with this subtitle are used to 
fill in the information required at the bottom of page 2 of 

Form 1040 when a professional tax preparer has pro- 

duced the tax returns. This information will be printed 

on all Form 1040's that are to be filled with the IRS. 

These several entries define the precise design of the 

preprinted Form 1040 that is being used. The software is 

sold with the entries preset at the settings that are 

appropriate for an official Form 1040 purchased from the 

common forms companies. The settings may be changed 

here, however, to adapt to other designs. Be certain, how- 

ever, that the design you use meets IRS requirements for 

filing. 
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Computer Messages 

Error Messages 

The software is designed for ease of use by the computer novice. When 

an error in operating procedure is made the computer will describe the 

problem to you by means of brief error messages. You will then be 

allowed to take the proper corrective action. 

The most common errors are related to inserting the wrong disk in the 

disk drive. In most cases it is sufficient to merely reinsert the proper disk 

and try again. The list in Table F-1, which follows, gives the error 

messages and the corrective actions that are available for each error. 

In recovering from an error you typically have three options: 

1. fix the error and retry 

2. ignore the error and skip ahead 

3. escape the current mode altogether 

The table tells you how to fix the error so that you can retry. You should 

take the indicated corrective action then answer Y to the question. 

Want to retry (Y) or skip ahead (N)? 

If you want to proceed with your next step in spite of the error, 

recognizing that the data that you later view may be erroneous, you 

should answer N to the same question. Should you want to abort the 

current operation, however, and return to a prior menu you should 

press the ESC key and then select a different mode when the prior 
menu appears. 

Program Messages 

Flashing messages are periodically displayed near the bottom of the 

screen to inform you of the current actions of the computer. The messages 
and their meanings are listed in Table F-2, which follows. 
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Table F-1. 

Error Message 

Error Messages and Recovery 

Cause of Error Corrective Action 

Please Remove Write Protect Tape! 

File Not Found — Insert Proper Disk! 

Disk Full — Use New Diskette! 

Recheck Diskette Insertion! 

Close Disk Drive Door! 

Invalid File — Refer to Manual! 

Recheck Hardware Status & Cables! 

Check Printer Power & Paper! 

Check On-Line Switch on Printer! 

Malfunction — Program Aborted! 

Table F-2. 

Message _ 

Tape is covering the write protect slot 

on the disk. Both the Program Disk and 

Storage Disk must have the slot 

uncovered. 

Rarely encountered, this message 

indicates that the data were not stored 

in the proper format. 

No more data can be stored on this disk. 

The disk cannot be properly accessed 

either because of improper insertion or 

a failure to prepare (format or initialize) 

the storage disk before use, or the disk 

is damaged. 

The drive door has been left open or no 

disk is inserted in the drive. 

This error should not occur during 
normal operation but could indicate a 

a defective disk; data have been misread 

or mistored. 

Cables are loose or needed peripheral 

equipment is turned off. 

Printer is out of paper or power to the 

printer is turned off. 

Printer switch is in wrong position for 

printing. 

A rare and unusual error has occurred; 

servicing by Howard Software may be 

required. 

Meaning 

Remove the write protect tape from the 

disk or insert another disk. 

Be sure that prior-year data have been 
properly translated using the file manager 

mode. 

Use the file manager mode to delete files on 

old disk, or recopy files for current client to 

a new storage disk. 

Recheck disk insertion, open and close 

the drive door again, then retry; be sure 

that a blank disk is first prepared by using 

the file manager mode to “prepare a new 

storage disk.” If all attempts fail you must 
use a new disk for storage. 

Properly insert a disk with label showing 

and large oval slot away from you, then 

close the drive door firmly. 

Recheck disk insertion and retry; also 

check that proper disk has been inserted. 

Check that disk units and printer are 

firmly connected and proper switches on 
then retry. 

Check that printer is on and reload paper 

if necessary, then retry. 

Turn “on-line” or “enable” switch on then 

retry. 

Write down in detail the steps that led to 

the error then request assistance from 

Howard Software. Be sure to note the error 

number and line number displayed above 

the error message. 

Meaning of STANDBY Messages 

STANDBY! Now Accessing Program Disk. The disk unit is reading from or writing to the Program Disk 

or performing associated computations. 

STANDBY! Now Accessing Storage Disk. The disk unit is reading from or writing to the Storage Disk or 
performing associated computations. 

STANDBY! Computer Pausing to Refresh. Computer is reorganizing its memory to make better use of 
the available space for subsequent operations. A large 

amount of text-type data entry causes this action to occur 

more frequently. 

STANDBY! Computing is in Progress. Computations are being performed to reflect changes that 

have been made in the data. 

STANDBY! Printing is in Progress. A printout has been requested and the printing or associated 

computations are under-way. 
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Sample Printouts 

Reminder of IRS Requirements 

The Tax Preparer by HowardSoft is designed to produce computer 

printouts of returns that are accepted by the IRS for filing. We have fol- 
lowed the guidelines of IRS Revenue Procedure 82-4 in producing the 
printouts in order to avert the need for special approval of the printouts. 

There is no guarantee, however, that the forms will always be accepted by 

all IRS agents. You should therefore check the latest requirements your- 
self before filing. 

Remember that Form 1040 must be submitted on the official pre- 
printed IRS forms. Make sure that the computer has filled in the proper 

spaces before submitting the computer-prepared forms. (See Chapter 5 

for sources for pin-fed 1040 paper or acetate overlays.) 

All other forms and schedules may be submitted in facsimile form as 

produced by this software. However, the forms must be printed on lined 

or green-bar paper cut to a standard 82” x 11” size. The forms, schedules, 

and supporting statements are printed in the order preferred by the IRS 

when you ask to print all forms and schedules for a selected filename. 

For further details on printouts, please review Chapter 5 of this 
manual. 

Example of Printouts for Sample Returns 

A complete set of printouts has been generated for the sample that is 

reviewed in Chapter 3 of the manual. This sample includes Schedules A 
and B as well as form 1040. Reduced photocopies of the printouts are 

reproduced in the following pages. Included are a computer-prepared 

official Form 1040, computer-generated facsimiles for Schedules A and B, 

and supporting statements for all forms printed. In addition a summary 

cover letter and client billing are illustrated. 

These printouts were produced using the factory-preset default settings 

with an Epson MX-80 printer. If your printouts do not look like the ones 
illustrated here then you may have to change the default settings to work 

well with your printer. Please reread Chapter 5 of the manual if you have 
any questions. 
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E Department of the Treasury—internal Revenue Service 19 

£1040 “U's” individual income Tax Return 1982 | 
For the year January 1-December 31, 1982. or other tax year beginning J an 

Use 
IRS 
label. 

Other- 
wise, 
please 
print 

Joh 

Presidential 
Election Campaign 

Filing Status 

Check only 

one box. 

Exemptions 
Always check 
the box labeled 
Yourself. 
Check other 
boxes if they 
apply. 

Income 
Please attach 
Copy B of your 
Forms W-2 here. 

if you do not have 
a W-2, see 
page 5 of 
instructions. 

+ 
Please 
attach check 

or money 
order here. 

Adjustments 
to Income 

(See 
Instruc- 

tions on 
pege 11) 

Adjusted 
Gross Income 
Official Edition 

Your first name and initial (if joint return, also give spouse's name and initial) 

Present home address (Number and street, including apartment number, or rural route) 

882 
City, town or post office, State and ZIP code 

OMB No. 1545-0074 

| Your social security number 

123+67-9876 
Spouse's social security no. 

565-45-6789 
Accountant 

, 1982, ending Dec, Si, 19 

Last name 

nathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample 

2 Imaginary Roa 
Your occupation » 

Spouse’s occupation >> 

Note: Checking “Yes” will Do you want $1 to go to this fund? eg cag Tat bn ya 

If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to gotothisfund?. . . duce your refund. 

| For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see instructions. Single 

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income) 

Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here p> 

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 6 of Instructions.) If the qualifying person is your un- 

married child but not your dependent, enter child’s name 

es 
Enter number of 
boxes checked 
on 6a and b > 
Enter number 
of children 
listed on 6c 

6a 
by) xX 

65 or over 

65 or over 

Yourself 

Spouse 

(5) Did you provide 
half of | Enter number 

of other 
dependents 
Add numbers 

> 

Total number of exemptions claimed 

Wages, salaries, tips, etc 

Interest income (attach Schedule B if over $400 or you have any All-Savers interest) - - - - 

Dividends (attach Schedule B if over $400) 

Subtract line 9b from line 9a 

Refunds of State and local income taxes (do not enter an amount unless you de- 

ducted those taxes in an earlier year—see page 9 of Instructions) 

Alimony received 

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) 

Capital gain or (ioss) (attach Schedule D) 

40% capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (See page 9 of Instructions) 

Supplemental pains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) 

Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17. . 

Other pensions and annuities. Total received... . [27a | 

Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions 

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E) 

Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F) 

Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received | 20a | 

Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions 

Other income (state nature and source—see page 10 of Instructions) > 

| 23 
—— 

x. 2 
Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F)... 

Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106). . 

Payments to an IRA. You must enter code from page 

12¢ 

Payments to a Keogh (H.R. 10) retirement plan. . . 

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings 

Alimony paid 

Deduction for a married couple when both work (at- 

tach Schedule W) 

Disability income exclusion (attach Form 2440). . . 

Total adjustments. Add lines 23 through 30 
Adjusted gross income. Subtract line 31 from line 22. If this line is less than 
$10,000, see “Earned income Credit’’ (line 62) on page 15 of Instructions. 
if you want IRS to figure your tax, see page 3 of Instructions > ee 

NTF 2375 

ORIGINAL - FILE WITH IRS 

Figure G-1. Printout of Form 1040, Page 1 



Sample Printouts 

Form 1040 (1982) 

33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income) 

34a If you itemize, complete Schedule A (Form 1040) and enter the amount from Schedule A, line 30... . 

Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your 

parent’s return, check here > [_] and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see 

page 12 of the instructions if: 
@ You are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions, OR 

@ You file Form 4563, OR @ You are a dual-status alien. 

34b If you do not itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable 

part of your charitable contributions here 

Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33 

Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e. . 1 OOO), 

Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 

Tax. Enter tax here and check if from [X] Tax Table, [_] Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z, 

or [_] Schedule G 

Additional Taxes. (See page 13 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from (] Form 4970, 

(_] Form 4972, [_] Form 5544, or [_] section 72 penalty taxes 

40 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 

Credi Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) 

redits Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) 

tne: Investment credit (attach Form 3468) 

tions on Partial credit for political contributions 

page 13) Credit for child and dependent care expenses (rovin 341 : 

Jobs. credit (attach Form 5884) 

Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) 

oe 73 

Other credits—see page 14 p> 

Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 

Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero) . 

Other Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) 

Taxes Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) 

Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) 

p ssieei Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) 

EIC Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) . 

Payments) Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W-2) 
Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) 

Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W—2) 

06 Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 

Total Federal income tax withheld 

1982 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1981 return . 

Attach Earned income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see 
Forms W-2, . 
W-2G, and page 15 of Instructions 

ie nil Amount paid with Form 4868 

Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (two or more employers) . 

Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach 

Form 4136) SS? 

Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) | 66 

Total. Add lines 60 through 66 

Refund or | © If line 67 is larger than line 59, enter amount OVERPAID 

Amount 69 Amount of line 68 to be REFUNDED TO YOU 

You Owe Amount of line 68 to be applied to your 1983 estimated tax. . . D> | 70 | 

If line 59 is larger than line 67, enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full amount 

payable to Internal Revenue Service. Write your social security number and ‘1982 Form 1040” on it. D> 199 

(Check B> [_] if Form 2210 (2210F) is attached. See page 16 of Instructions.) p> $ YY WWJ} Yo; 

Under penalties of perjury, | declare that | have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best 
Please of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of 

which preparer has any knowledge. . 
Sign | 

Here > Your signature » pouse’s signature (if filing jointly, BOTH must sign) 

Paid Preparer's b Check if Preparer’s social security no. 
i self-em- ; i 

Preparers | Sova 1141+224+3333 
Use Only Soi it aeitemipieoaes avid F. Accountant, C.F.A. El. No B® 12-845678 

and address 1234 Tax Road Anytown, CA ZIP code B® 99482 

Official Edition 39-0964777 NTF 2377 

Payments 

Figure G-2. Printout of Form 1040, Page 2 
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Schedule A Itemized Deductions 1982 %* O07 

(Form 1040) OMB No. 1545-0074 

Johnatnon A. & Marilyn M. Sample SSN 123-667-9876 
SSCS CES SCCE SSS SES SSCS ESS ESS SS SSCS SESS TSEC SS SSS SS ES SSS S SESS SESS SSS SST SESE ES EES SS 8 | 

‘KX MEDICAL/DENTAL EXPENSE ¥XxKRKKK KKK KERR KK KR AK KK KE EEE 

1. Medicines On GrugS.nacccccccnccccnnnnacsccsccescsvesesanccselie 

2 1% of line 33 of Form 1040. .ccrcncncccncncscnesscvsacseveshe 359.06 

S. Lime 1 lems Lime Zesnccncncencccnscseseveevseserenereceevess 

4. Total insurnce premiums pd.wscsnassscernnsnsneassccnsecscsesds 

5S. Other med/dental @npenmes—. ww screen ncccrecccccsesesnescesners 

Sa. Doctors, dentists, hosp, etc... sec en rence nevennsennvesenescon dae 

Sb. Trameportation. sccscncccccscrssncccanscsscancesesnescccecas as 
Sc. Other Citemized) cccccccdacsransanesccnseccenacscvcrscecenessance 

6 Sum of lines 3 through Sc. c.cccccvcvnccscnsanscsccsssenvesse ee 

Te 3% of line 34 of Form 1040. ..cccnncccccanvacevscensccsczsentes 1,077.18 

8. Line & less Lime JFecccccncccrcnvcncsnescccesacevvecesscseunGe 

9. Half of In 4(6150 or lems) .cccenevccnvcrcccccssccscccccccea De 

10. Larger of line 8 OF) Pesan eccnaeencvccennvecvvevvesesaelOs 
KEKE KEKE TAXES KEKE RK REESE 

11. State and local income. .ccccscccnnccencerccccsscsvacccccsevsile 1,090. 

12. Real eet ates. cccsrccvcsseccsccsenssceicseceressecconvcanssvlse 550. 

l3a.General sales tax. ccc cccencnnccensensnneennsesesnesssesseses loads 

13b.Gen sales on motor vehicle... nce ccnncnnnecnerenesessceseerl sds 

14. Other taxes Cite@mized) .. ccc ncn ene ne nasser sescennsenasae lS, 
15. Sum of lines 11 thru 14... ee ene n cv cencceesenvccccnsevcalues 1,640. 

EXERKEHKEK INTEREST EXPENSE £xRK REE RRR 
ida.Home mrtge pd to instit’? NS... 2. cee ss enna scceeanecnnccsnncecse las 8,440. 

16b.Home mortgage pd to indivs.. ccc ewer er cn nee nncessevaseccece LODe 

° the indiv’s name & address 

17. Credit cards & Charge actS...cc cece ance nncccraresccncseccelddss 
18. Other int expns (itemized)... ccc newer n eee nena nee nsennneeveer ly 

19. Sum of lines 16a thru 18... cc werner ccccaceccnencesercsscelDMs 8,640. 

KKKKKEEAEKKK CONTRIBUTIONS £ee KR KEKE ARREARS 
20a.Cash (under $3000 to Mach) bob 6b eo cs bree oe 08 6. 663100 60 a ere ek 6 OMe 550. 

20b.Cash ($3000 or more tO OMA). cee r ec cenasencancccenanesesnaces tds 

21. Other than Cash. cccocsvccasccsesscesnveanscenesccsesccecancekin 

22. Carryover from Prior y@arS.cceccccnnaccscsvasscecnscsesenetee 

23. Sum of lines 20a thru iY ee ee eee ee ee ee ee a ee ee ee a Ot 550. 

*CASUALTY/THEFT/MISC DEDNS XxX KXEKEREKKEERERE RARER AKA AEE 

24. Total loss) from Form 4684. ...cccsncsessnesnccavensssesesadhtes 
25a.Union & professional dues... .. cece nena nnnccecvess eonsscccve some 
25b.Tax return preparation fee... . ceca nner ccna ncenesevsuseseaseds 100. 

26. Other deductions (itemize) .. cc nn eee nce nn nan wre sseceserenee cde 

27. Sum of lines 24 through 26. .cccecce nescence nsecesnesessenvsetie 100. 
*kK SUMMARY-ITEMIZED DEDNS 48x KEKE KERR KAKA REESE 

28. Sum lines 10,15,19,235 & QZ7Fe ceca ancansecnnancevesanesscsescen tts 10,930. 
29. Standard deduction. cwcccensccesnennesasnancanecesnsccesesssarte 3,400. 

x0. Line 28 minus 1 oe ee ne ae rr eet: oP 7,530. 

Figure G-3. Printout of Schedule A ®& 



Sample Printouts 

Schedule E Interest and Dividend Income 1982 

(Farm 1040) OME No. 1545-0074 

Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample SSN 1232-67-98 76 

FOO IO IOIOOIOIOIOOROIOIOIOROOIOIOIOIOIOIOIOROOIOIOTOIOIOOIOIOI OOO OIOIOOI OR OIOR OIOIOKOOIOIOIOFOIOIOFIOIOFO IO IO HO IO KOK 

KKK PART I-INTEREST INCOME kK KOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOROKOKOOKOKOKOKOKOKKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKKOKOKOKOK OK OOK KOK OK KOK 

15 Incm frm seller-fin. mrtaqe : 

Other interest A LOG. 

Sum of F Seaharerac.ateont nana s Pert oie 256. 

Interest frm all-svrse crtf..., : 

Sum of amounts an line 

Amount of ALS.C,. exclusian 

Line S&S less line 6... - 

Sum of lines 3 and 7.. : 8. eh 

PART II-DIVIDEND INCOME 0k >kOKOKOKOK ORK OKOKOKOKOK OKO OKO OKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOK OOOO OK IOI OIOIOIO OK KK 

Gross dividends (& 

Sum of amounts oan line 9.. 

Capital gain distributions.. 

Non-taxable distributions 

Exclan of qual reinvd divs.. 

Sum of lines 11, 12 and 13.. A 

Cire: Oo) de@ses lines TAtiiavere ce ececeewsere evedlw cs eweyeveele a ‘ 

PART IITI-FOREIGN ACTS OOK ROKR OOOO ROOK OO UIOIOROIOIOIOIOIOIOIOROOIOIOIOIO IOI IOIOIOIOIOK 

During tax yr did you have interest/signature/authority 

over bank/securities/fincel account in a foreign country? No 

Were you grantor/trnsferor in tax yr to any foreign trust? No 

—-Oe ONC SHH 

a Ke Ot 2° <u ca 

Figure G-4. Printout of Schedule B 
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Supportng Statements for Schedule B--Interest/Divs ....Fage 1982 

(Form 1040) 

Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample SSN 123-657-9876 

JOO OOKOK OOOO KOIOOIOIOIOOOIOIOIOIOOIOK OOOO OK OIOIOIOIOIOK #OK GIOK 

Supporting Statemnt 040007-~-2. Other interest income BOG s 

SeCurReey. PaGtF Ve Ban eiccecsca) caste a pene ase SO. 

San Diego Bank & 9 Trust eis ié sc cea 6 one Oe 

Great Western Savings & Loan.. So. 

Bank of America, Los Angeles. ie elie 

California Federal Savings... 20. 
Okidata Savings Bank....ssaee i 10. 

Bank of the Seas er bes 

Figure G-5. Supporting Statement for Schedule B 



Sample Printouts 

David P. Accountant, C.P.A. 

1234 Tax Road 

Anytown, CA 99682 

Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample 
8822 Imaginary Road 

Anytown, CA 99650 

Please find enclosed your 1982 Individual Income Tax Returns. 

The Federal Return (Form 1040) shows your tax liabilities ass 

FOCEL] CaM eiia te 6 da ee eee ee ae 3,731.00 

Prior Payments. ...0eeeneee 3,532.00 
Amount Overpaid... .ssuanee Q.00 

Amount Underpaid....scssee 199.00 

Penalty. ccacnnnnasvnvnscee 0.00 

199.00 

You (and spouse if married and filing jointly) must sign and 

date Form 1040, then mail one copy of the SIGNED Form 1040, 

along with all other forms and schedules enclosed, direct to 
the Internal Revenue Service on or before April 15, 1983. 

Be sure to enclose a check for the TOTAL YOU OWE noted above. 

Sincerely, 

David P. Accountant, C.P.A. 

Figure G-6. Cover Letter to Client 
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David P. Accountant, C.P.A. 

1234 Tax Road 

Anytown, CA 99682 

Johnathon A. & Marilyn M. Sample 

8822 Imaginary Road 
Anytown, CA 99650 

Professional services rendered include the preparation of the 
following forms for your 1982 Individual Income Tax Returns: 

(1) Form 1040 (Main Form) 

(1) Schd A (Itemized Deducn) 

(1) Schd B (Interest & Divs) 

Tax Preparation Fee for these services is % . 

Sincerely, 

David P. Accountant. 

Figure G-7. Client Billing Letter 





Ask about other quality software 

by HowardSotft: 

TAX PREPARER 

REAL ESTATE ANALYZER 

CREATIVE FINANCING 

4s 
Howard Software Services 

... for the SERIOUS Personal Computer User 
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Appendix D 

SAMPLE 
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Sample Worksheet 

The following worksheet is intended for collecting information 

that is used by the Real Estate Analyzer in evaluating properties. The 

information provided here can be used by a computer operator to 

enter data into the computer for analysis. You may reproduce this 

worksheet for your own use should you find it convenient. 

Description of property: _ = 

Property address: 

Prepared for: 

Prepared by: 

Date of Preparation: 

Special instructions: 

Disk-filing name: 

Purchase date: 

Purchase price: __.-_——SS«CAdddedd-orn charges (% of price): 

Years sinee purchase: _Past loan reduction: 

Past cash flow: _ Current market value: 

Loan Information: 

Loan Starting Remaining Interest Remaining Payment Additional 
Na. Year Balance Rate Life Method Info 

(i Check here if there are more than four loans and record data on a separate at- 
tached sheet. 

D-1 
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Depreciation Information: 

Total Remaining Remaining 

Item Starting Depreerabic Depreciable Recapture Depreaabk Depreciation Additiona! 

No. Year Life Lite Rule Amount Method Info 

2 

(} Check here if there are more than four depreciable items and 
record data on a separate attached sheet. 

Rental Income: 

Lease Starting Ending Gross Monthly Vacancy/Collection 
No. Year Year Rent Allowance (%) 

] 

wr 

10 

ii Check here if there are more than 10 leases and record 

data on a separate attached sheet. 

D-2 





Sample Worksheet 

Annual Expense Information: 
Year for which expenses are stated: ___ 
(Record expenses for the stated year ONLY, either as a percent of price or dollar amount for 
that vear). 

Percentage of Dollar Amount 
Purchase Price 

Pramenty taxes ce is 2 oa eee — ee 

[Asura DCes ee eee 

LOTTE eee a Bs Foe Te ei 

PVeCtising saree cen cee s tase 

SUBOUES scant one bl aere 

INCELION LEDs esr waet nore eee eves 

Exterior renairc 

POOL SEEVICET Cte ree ae oe 

FARCE TIET cfu ees ld ee tee 

Garbage Collection ee UM He edt Te a RE Te 

Workmen’s compensation ....... 

Meplacerments: cst seen SEE ONES OP = Zs 

PAGETISOS = 4.x n cine a Sige fan re eas ee end ee ete red en 

WAstiagementtGes= st 544.2 ee Ree eee ee eee Oe ee 

(iher Expenses .2 eon Fn ee RS Reel Te AUN Pee See 

D-3 
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Anticipated Annual Inflation: 

‘oe Promentysv aie oa ine Shey eo es £m omnes 

K erating expenses sue Gio as as = eee 

FRET CAI III OINE ie es ee as % 

Money-rate (alter tax) 2. sic = a Aree 

PEGBErty takes -a- ts ae eee ieee 2% 

Tax Information: 

Ordinary income tax rate .......... % 

Capita aitis tax tate oan) ek ee % 

Sale Information: 
YU (Record as a percent of sales price.) 

Brokers commission. -2 3745007054. s % 

s EW c re) 
BST OW TCCS re is cok ys eho ous Sue tain Pies Yo 

Orhericlosingcosts: s25 015.0 ee aes % 

~ 





q 
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Sample Printouts 

Examples of print-outs produced by this seftware are reproduced 
on the following pages. The reproductions are approximately two- 

thirds of the full size for standard 8.5-inch by i J-inch printeuts. The 
printing routines make it possible to print with page widths a+ nar- 

row as +0 characters per line and as wide as 132 characters per line. 

To ensure proper appearance of the title page, however, a width of 
at least 72 characters ver line is recommended. 
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ANALYSIS OF 
SAMPLE PROPERTY 

cURE, 1982 

PREPARED FOR 

<CLTENT’S NANE? 

by 
(PREPARERS NAME> 

‘PREPARERS FIRM> 

‘STREET ADBRESS? 

City, STATE & ZEP> 

“TELEPHONE NUMBER - 

& TOG. FOR OBJECTIVELY COMPARING ALTERWATIVE INVESTMENTS. 

NO GUARANTEE OF THE FUTURE PERFORMANCE OF THIS INVESTMENT IS IMPLIED. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OW THIS METHOD OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS CONTACT 

HOWARD SOFTWAFE SERVICES, i714) 454-0121 

PREPARED By COMPUTER USING AeaL CSTATE ANALYZER BY HOWARDSCr’. 3 





Sample Print-outs 

AWALYSIS OF SAMPLE ORGPERTY (PREPARED PY © FREFAFES S NAMES). agr 

TEGSHR TTT AG Cr ok Uches CNS ORME TIN ROR EGEL UST 

SENTRAL INFORMATION 

PROPERTY. “DESCRIP TON. cic co newdieerearne gehtlg SR Tees” 

DESH INCE NHNED cree weaisearaciciele aie ete 

UE SECTRGAND OV Gio cog csais ares aeeienictria tee avert wi He. 

(EME CEC PURCHASE Saves ds cases aeons L9G. 

SURCHASCE PRICES cc isttataita ure Sromthete cicls wieiele Dae et 

ADBED-ON ‘CHARGES: “HZ i asco vies aes SE 

PEARS STNEE “PURCHASES cures ce alstereg eet 

PRS te CUOAN © REOUCT LON acts occ sneer eraediens 

EAS SRSNSELON aa etatatucniese oie Seotae nn eas 

CURRENT MARPET VALUE...... ae re Pen, gud 

cua INFORMATION 

MEMBER DF LOANS. J... eee ive eaten nals aid Gre 

STARTING YEAR FOR LOAN #1......... nh 1¥82 

REMAINING GALENCE FOR LOAN #i..... eee eee BO, GHG 

INTEREST RATE FOR LOAN O12... -cc oes T20% 

ReRHINING CIFE FOR LOAN 81.......000. 23 

“YPE(LSANGRT; Z=INT ONLY; J3NAV Hf ......... ! 

. REMAINING LiFE FOR ANDATON Bi... cone 25 

DEPRECIATION INFO 

NO DF CBECRSMITTENSS cc ccc css crsaiecste's j 

STARTING YEAR FOR DEPR’N #1........... 1982 

TOTAL DEPRECIABLE LIFE FOR @3........... ZS 

RECAPTURE RULE (1=A52=E;3SNi8i........... 2 

TOTAL DEPRECIABLE AMOUNT #1........... 75, 006 

REMAINING DEPR’BLE AMOUNT #1...... berets 75,600 

TYPE (4$=5L;2=SDs 3=DBs 4=MA;S=ACi$i........ A 

PENTA INCOME INFO 

NUMBER OF VCASES oscG ccs sieves ctatniels-ocares's i 

STARTING YEAF FOR LEASE @1........0.00e 1932 

ENDING YEAR FOR LEASE #1...........-- £992 

od SCHEDULED MONTHLY INCOME #°..........00.. 10 

VACANCY /COLLECTION .OSS(Z)M1..........., 3.92 

_ 
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ehMoa. EAPENSS- & 55 4. GF PE CE 

ST RATENG thee SON Fir ENScS..., hitelavs 

Pate chy igs etree Hater eane Fe ae ss 

Hs GRRNCC, Ccapaneretentbbatioatte Aga reck ne 

EEC LT VEE sites as aaciarele St alebacerevane peuatea inten Rew tomtens 

bovertIS.No, data ceeienerennceter sede Pielatees ts "oie 

2 il 829 O48 * O26 8.80 2s ele DO 7 8'F 8 266) Sf Oe Ces 

IN ZAIGR FeHbikS. cece, Neientdsinced diel aleiy © 

EOP ET IOP OCER Gd Rewenot hs eba.nate ne an mained 
omy lhe 

se Siem r see OetaseSbeeruseseaesserenes 

= ; (BAB SNL Eo OPON ey scterscalsiawrerswa sie ain eletes 

WOREMENGSM COMP coir urea etenieecan eee tersiale 

REPOREENENES eons soiaein tiate et tare ese itera eats 

LICENSES. 

MANAGENEN 
hd 

worry wae 

OTHER EXPENSES ©. « ca citiieitieie ate dise'sje.0 wastes 

GUT AL EXPENSE Ss. niga viecasiatere eters ere o]sieraleia vials 

MUUNTEEELTETT ASSUMPTIONS FOR ANALYSIS Ussgeeeegguss 

TPATED % ANNUAL INFLATION 

BTV VALUE. caw aiecaep priced vei cates 

DPERATING EXPENSES... cccccccressereneess 

RENTAL INCOME. cscs csecnetcensswebeesies 

MONEY RATECAPTER=TAR oo 0c00 0 ais wow asialee vies 

PROP ENT TALES cis. scree sievoueieve cn Sieainve: o'einiee 

ANTICIPATED % "HY RATES 

DREINARY INCOME TAR. ccccecssecstoceves f 

CAPITAL GAINS TAN. ccceresscetoncswecers 

Séicino COS; AS 2 ue Felec 

BROKER S COMMISSION... cc. scccccnvennenes 
ESCROW CHANGES. id:s.c's.crscaerdieie/eievelste steisieinecd's 

OTHER CEOSING COSTS. ces ne cere vue eesiae’s 

10.6% 





Sample Print-outs 

AWALYSIS QF SAMPLE PROPERTY (PREPARED BY «PREPARERS NAMES)... PASE WF 

Stersegzagedts CASH FLOW ANALYSIS Seaeeeaerseds 

L 1982 1987 1984 1985 1986 1997 5998 5296 5990 95; 

GROSS INCONE - 
ANNUAL RENTS 5 5,820 ey hil 6,417 6,737. 7,078 = 728,799 188 = 3,99 eas 

OPERATING EXPENSES- ce 
TAYES ‘ 1,000 1,956 £,020 1,020 4,041 1,05) 1,42 Lor 108: ey! 
OTHER EXPENSES ? 1,979 2408) «= «2,255 Det. 2,582. 2,763. -2,956 083. TAS. EE 

{TOTAL OP'G EXPENSES 3297) ate | 3,27a AA 3622) 7,814 0 ae 2 ee 

BERT SERVICE- . 
INTEREST 129,509 9,500 962M 9,377) 5207129 7,005 Ba Po re: 
PRINCIPAL 26) 574 203 675 7oe 864 74 i. ude i,<c8 1,296 1,574 

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 1) «10,103 GMOS 10,407) MEAT GOES 10103 OT Snes GOT 19.302 

{PRE-TAL CASH FLOM 0-703. --7,253. 0-7, 180 -8,98Z 0,805) «8,652 6,489 «5,722 8,149) 5,972 -E, 79, 

TAX CREGIT(OR LIAB) DUE 7O- 

NET INCOME (LOSS) oy 3,359 3,234 3,141 3,022 2,894 2.758 2,¢!2 2456 2, 288 2,108 
DEPRECIATION 30 1,506 1,506 1,506 1,000 1,506 1,500 1,508 1,506 1, 506 1,506 

UTOTAL CREDITS(LIAB'S: © 50 4,859 4.74 4,b4} 4,822 5,394 4,258 4iuke 3, 6 3, 788 3,602 

SAFTER-TAX CASH FLOW = -2.4 -2,394 -2, 356 2,321 -2,288 8 -2,258 © -2,231 “2,216 -2,154 -2, 184 2,182 

Agesegagetere R-A-T AMALYSIS seesagggssert 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1997 1988 1989 1996 1994 

§GROSS SALES PRICE 1) £10,000 121,000 133,106 346,410 161,051 177,156 194,872 214,359 235,795 259,374 

SALE EXPENSES- 
COMMISS!0N 6 =o, 600 7,200 = 7,986) =, 7B. «9,663 = 10,629 = 11,692 = 12,862 14,148 15,587 
ESCROW i ji) 1,280,338 1,4eh iLL 1,772 1,949 2148 2,356 2,598 
OTHER SELLING COSTS 2 2,200 2,420 2,662 2,928 3,22) 3,543 3,897 4,207 4,716 ©,187 
LOAN BALANCE 79,466 78,863 78,184 77,418 76,554 75,580 74,482 73,244 71,849 70,275 
TAXES ON GAINS 20 520 2,122 «5,924 «B47 12, Z4i 15,742 «19,50? 23,713 28,715 73, 298 

STOTAL SALE EXPENSES 89,886 92,878 96,987 99,54: 103,260 107,267 111,587 116,250 121,295 126,725 

CASH RETURN- 
NET EQUITY RETURN 20,114 «28,525 37,013 46,869 «= «57,79: «09, B89 83,784 8,109 144,51. 132,084 
CUM CASH FLOW (FV) 5 -2,394 «4,870 7,434 = -10,093 -12,855 -15,730  -18,726 -21,856 25,132 -28,571 

tTOTAL RETURN 17,721 25,255 29,579 15,776 44,936 54,160 4,558 = 78,253 9,378 «104, 078 

CASH INVESTMENT - 
DOWN PAYMENT 20,500 20,500 26.50% «= 20,500 20,500 20,500 20,500 20,500 = 2u,500 20, fut 
CUM CASH FLOW (Py) 5 2,280 4,4i7 8422304 10,077,738 = 23,308 = 14,793 te,201 47,540 

STOTAL INVESTMENT 22,78 «24,827 28,927 BBO «= 30,573 32,238 33,908 «= SEL293 tb 1B, Cad 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT -AFTER TAR: - 

TOTAL F-G-] oe “Eo. it, at 4a "944 S452 14, 2% 214% 2a. 0% rated re 

TOTAL i-F-R out “1S. B48 Seok 13.0% tia fh i7.uk 17 bh 17,84 a7. ide Te: 

eauiTY k-G@-2 4: “a4. 7% 12,54 Ay: blab 85.0% 116.8% 146.3% 178.6% 212.0% 24a. 4% 

EMUITY T-f-P OGL: ~Li.72 oar 11.2% iZ. 7% 13.6% 13.82 13.7% 13.4% 13.52 thee 

RETURN Gm EQUITS 0) ae. ut 25035 Paar Ys ore xs i€, 52 17,32 1o.0% 18.2 14.5% 13.9% 

CONVENTIONAL PRR CZ) “13.67 2.4 $2.32 14.83, 13.4% 15.72 14.8% {5.7% 15.% 15.3% 

r=M-ReR ag “LE. 7% tha ie re 12.5% $3,6k 12.8% sae? 12.6% Leds ia. Se 

E-S 
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Licensing Agreement 
By accepting delivery of this software you agree to respect the exclu- 

sive rights of Howard Software Services to copy, duplicate, sell, or 

otherwise distribute this product. This software product is copy- 

righted, and all rights are reserved by Howard Software Services. 

This product is intended for the use of the original purchaser only. 

Lawful users of this program are hereby licensed only to read the pro- 

gram from disk to memory of a computer, solely for the purpose of 

executing the program. Copying, duplicating, selling, or otherwise 

distributing this software product is a violation of the law. This 

instruction manual is also copyrighted and may not, in whole or in 

part, be copied or reproduced in any manner without the prior writ- 

ten consent of Howard Software Services. Willful violations of the 

Copyright Law of the United States can result in civil damages of up 

to $50,000 and criminal penalties of up to one year imprisonment. 

Limited Warranty 
This software and the associated instruction manuals are sold “as is” 

without warranty as to their performance. The entire risk as to the 

quality and performance of the software is assured by the purchaser. 
Neither Howard Software Services nor J. E. Howard shall be liable 

for damage allegedly caused by this software product. However, any 

disk that is found to have critical defects will be replaced by Howard 

Software Services if returned to HSS within 90 days of purchase, pro- 

viding the purchaser has submitted the attached registration card 
within 30 days of purchase. 



Updates & Upgrades 
By sending this registration card, you ensure notification of updates 

and upgrades. You also gain the right to exchange your disk for the 

updated or upgraded version at a fraction of the original cost. The re- 

turned disk must be the original disk that you purchased, and the 

serial number on the disk label must agree with the number that you 

specify on your registration card. When returning a disk; please use 

sturdy packing to avoid damage, and prepay all shipping charges. 

Free Offer 

In order to maintain the high quality of our products we make the 

following offer to all users. Should you be the first to detect a flaw 

that we later correct in an update or upgrade we will send you the 

~ corrected version free without the need for you to return your disk. 

oy @ Howard Software Services 
... for the SERIOUS Personal Computer User 

8008 Girard Ave., Suite 310 | La Jolla, CA 92037 | (714) 454-0121 


